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INAUGURAL ADDRESS
by Hugh Gregg
Nashua, N. H. January 2, 1950
Members of our City Government, Ladies and Gentlemen:
On this New Year's Day of 1950. we pause at the halfway
point of a century already marked by wars, economic depres-
sions, and growth of new ideologies totally foreign to what our
fore-fathers thought of as the "American Way of Life". Yet,
the fact that we are assembled here for Nashua's 75th anniver-
sary of this inaugural ceremony serves as proof of our continued
reaffirmation of the democratic principles upon which this city
was founded and which have made this country so great. It
is fitting we should have these biennial opportunities to pause,
reflect, and observe our course.
During the war, this country's efforts were expended toward
those things which would count directly toward victory. Nashua,
along with other communities, found it necessary to forego
many of those so-called "essential" city services to which its
citizens had become accustomed. Fewer persons were need-
ed on our city payrolls and new equipment was not available
for purchase. People at home did not object to these incon-
veniences, for such discomforts seemed little enough as their
share of the sacrifices being made by others overseas. Thus,
almost without anyone realizing how it happened, the reduc-
tion of services and purchases during these years, coupled with
a very effective municipal administration, caused a steady
decrease in our tax rate from a high of $37.60 per thousand in
1940 to a low of $33.70 per thousand in 1944.
But with post-war prosperity and inflation, the attitude of
the public has changed. Suddenly, we find ourselves in a
position to direct our primaxy attention to our homes and com-
munity. People demand not only the services formerly given
by their government, but they place new and greater burdens
on the municipal departments. At the Federal level, the situa-
tion has become even more serious, with the rapid expansion
of the "welfare state" philosophy. In Nashua, it has been ne-
cessary for us to grant pay increases to city employees to offset
the reduced purchasing power of the dollar. It has been neces-
sary to purchase replacements of equipment which we were
unable to make during the war years. Capital expenditures
are needed for the long neglected construction of such things
as streets, sewers, and schools. The city has embarked upon
some of these building programs and they ore expensive. It
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has been heard, and it will be hard, on the taxpayer's pocket-
book. Since 1944 our tax rate has risen continuously from
the $33.70 per thousand of that year to the 1949 all-time high
of $46.30. During the same period, our bonded indebtedness
has increased substantially. Last year our total municipal
valuations showed a decrease of nearly 4^2% as compared
with 1948. Most departmental budgets have more than doubled
since the war. The trend has been toward ever increasing
city spending. Somewhere, sometime, this increased spending
must stop!
The present tax burden is just about as much as our citi-
zens can bear. We are dangerously near the point where the
taxpayer may well ask, "I can spend my own money more
wisely than my government, so why should I pay high taxes?"
It is time we made a thorough examination of our city financing
and a determined effort to make whatever adjustments may
be necessary so that our tax dollars will attain the greatest
possible purchasing power. Your Federal and State govern-
ments have already recognized the same need. Both are
undergoing extensive reorganization studies to make savings
and to find greater efficiency in administration. Nashua must
do likewise. We must conscientiously study our departments
for the purpose of abolishing unnecessary services, utilizing
modern procedures, and producing greater efficiency. Yet, to
do these things, we must in many cases be willing to spend
money to save money. Frequently it is cheaper to purchase
new equipment than to m.aintain the obsolete.
Our City Charter provides that "The Mayor shall be chief
executive officer of the city . . . and shall exercise the general
supervision over the conduct of all subordinate officers". This
is a directive to the Mayor that he shall be familiar with the
workings of all Departments of the City. I would consider
myself remiss in my duties if I did not so interest myself. Ob-
viously all City Departments are related, but, because many of
them necessarily operate exclusively in their own sphere, it
may be that some of our City Departments have grown out of
all proportion to the over-all best interest of the community. I
hope to be able to make on active study of the functions and
administration of the various Departments with a view to deter-
mining whether or not reductions or consolidations may be
made to give the public a better municipal administration.
Such investigation will take time and will require considerable
study. It is indeed unfortunate that our City Charter obligates
any new Mayor to prepare his municipal budget as his first
major order of business. This is to be done following his in-
auguration and long before he can possibly have any real op-
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portunity to secure personal knowledge of the requirements of
the City Departments.
During the past two years I have had the privilege of serv-
ing on one of the most progressive Boards of Aldermen which
Nashua has ever had. It was this Board which was respon-
sible for the passage of such constructive procedures for the
better and lower cost government as our itemized budget and
centralized purchasing. Fortunately, I am now to have the
honor and pleasure of serving with nearly all of the same men
in what I hope will be the further extension of the program for
a sound financial policy so well started. Still, whatever is
done to bring about the eventual lowering of our tax rate, it
cannot be done except through the cooperation of city employ-
ees who are enthusiastic about their work, because they know
they are doing a job and are being paid wages under working
conditions which are comparable to or better than those of
similar public servants elsewhere. It is only by pulling as a
team and being willing to accept changed or increased assign-
ments that we can raise efficiency to the point where all people
can afford to pay their taxes and yet admit they are paying
cheap price for the municipal services received.
There exists in many of our people a sense of frustration
because they feel it is impossible for them to do anything about
what they consider to be questionable financial policies of their
city government. It is a serious thing for democracy when the
people feel, as they do about government at the Federal level,
that the complexities of their democratic system are too difficult
for them to understand. It is from this confusion that the forces .
of "Statism" are gaining such footholds in our national govern-
ment. When such theories are put forth in smaller political
sub-divisions, they are more readily discernable and easily
exposed. If you believe that the State should be subservient
to the individual and not that the State should control and
assume the obligations of the individual, then, it behooves you
to take an active interest in the affairs of government. The
best place to start is right here in the Nashua City Hall. Our
operations are not of such a magnitude or complexity as to be
beyond your understanding. The facts about its operation ore
available to you. I intend to solicit the active participation of
all of you in an effort to have you understand and discuss with
us the problems of the city budget.
It is your money which is being spent. You have a right
to know where every cent is going. If any Department is wast-
ing your money either through unwarranted expenditures or
inefficiency, you should know about it. Whai is more, you
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should do something ctbcut it, not just indulge in loose talk
and idle gossip! You have a duty to tell us and show us just
what you believe to be wrong. We ore your servants who
sought these positions from you. You gave them to us, we did
not win them from you. If you remain silent with your discontent,
you cannot justly complain if we act contrary to your unex-
pressed desires. On the other hand, if you think a man is
doing a good job, tell him so! Nothing is more discouraging
to a public official than indifference in his constituents. In-
difference on the part of citizens begets indifference on the part
of the office holder. Know your city government and know
what is going on in it. Your interest is your protection.
Nashua is an industrial community and its prosperity is
dependent upon operating plants. The partial loss of our
largest industry and a general business recession early last
year caused a tremendous rise in the number of persons unem-
ployed. The situation was worse than at any time since the de-
pression days of the 1930's and the outlook was gloomy. But the
community has already set about tackling its major problem and
in less than a year has reduced its unemployed from 2,800
persons to 1,300. The job is still far from completed and your
city government should have the major responsibility in help-
ing to find jobs for all our unemployed in local private enter-
prise. Many of our neighboring cities are in a much worse
condition than ourselves. They have greater areas of un-
occupied manufacturing space and larger numbers of unem-
ployed. By the same token, their public officials have been
and are putting much more energy into programs to attract
new industi-y than have ours. Selling industrial space today
is a highly competitive business with many of our competitors
having the almost limitless resources of large cities or even
states from which to draw in offering advantages and induce-
ments to the businessman. Nashua already has between 65
and 70 industrial plants, some 47 of which represent diversified
fields oi enterprise. We have many advantages to attract both
the manufacturer and the merchant, but these advantages must
be sold. It should be primarily the responsibility of the City to
do the selling, as each new industry which operates here
means more employment, more valuation, more business, and
thus, more prosperity for the entire community. It is my hope
that this new City aministration will cooperate with any and
all groups striving for full employment and will lead in an
aggressive campaign to "sell" Nashua to the businessman
who desires to relocate or establish a new plant.
I know that the voters expect many things of a new Mayor.
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If they did not, there would seldom be occasion for the election
of new Mayors. Nashua's population is one composed of
persons descended from many different nationality groups. In
the past, all too frequently, our elections hove been won or lost
on questions other than the basic issues or the qualifications
of the canidates involved. It seems a shame to me that these
conditions have existed and I disagree with those who feel
these are delicate matters which should not be publicly dis-
cussed. If Nashua is going to set itself squarely in front as a
leader among New England cities, it can only be accomplished
by whole-hearted community support from all elements of our
population assisting us in our attempt to achieve an effective
city administration to the general benefits of everyone. It has
not and will not be my policy to permit matters of religion,
fraternal association or nationality to influence my amnistra-
tion of the city's affairs. Other things being equal, I shall al-
ways endeavor to make an equitable distribution among the
various heritage and social groups of whatever appointments
I may be permitted to give. A man is either doing a good job
or he is not, he is qualified or he is not — in every case, we are
all fellow-ctizens and should be primarily interested in the
welfare of each other. During the war, our country learned of
the value and strength to be found in the diversity of our popu-
lation. We should be proud of these variances in our back-
grounds and we should m.ake them draw us together that
Nashua may be a more prosperous community in which to live.
In closing, let me say that I appreciate the responsibility
which has been placed upon me as your Mayor. I approach
the task humbly and intend to do my utmost to safeguard the
interest of the greatest number, to be considerate and fair in
all decisions. There will be disagreements, as there always
have been in the past. But in the long run, it has been the
amicable resolving of our differences of opinion which has
made our democratic way of doing things the very finest on
this earth and which will make Nashua an even better city
than it is today.
To all of you, I wish a most happy and prosperous New
Year.

CITY OF NASHUA, NEW HAMPSHIRE
CITY GOVERNMENT OF THE
CITY OF NASHUA, NEW HAMPSHIRE
AS ORGANIZED FOR THE YEARS 1948-1949
MAYOR
HONORABLE OSWALD S. MAYNARD
Elected at Municipal Election for a
Two-Year Term expiring December 31, 1949
BOARD OF ALDERMEN
President of the Board of Aldermen
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
Elected by Board of Aldermen for a
Two-Year Term expiring December 31, 1949
ALDERMEN-AT-LARGE
Three Members Elected at Municipal Election
For a Four-Year Term
Lester .H Burnham 273 Main St.
Henry J. Ouellette 71 Concord St.
Wilfred Pelletier 85 Walnut St.
Terms expire December 31, 1949
Conrad H. Bellavance 350 Main St.
Hugh Gregg E. Dunstable Rd.
Claude E. Nichols 16 Kinsley St.
Terms expire December 31, 1951
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WARD ALDERMEN
Elected at Municipal Election for a




























CLERK OF THE BOARD
Irenee D. Ravenelle, 1 W. Allds Street
FINANCE AND COMMITTEE ON CLAIMS
His Honor Mayor Oswald S. Maynard, Chairman
Alderman-at-Large. Lester H. Burnham, Clerk
and Aldermen-at-Large Ouellette, Pelletier,
Bellavcmce, Gregg and Nichols
STANDING COMMITTEES
OF THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN
The President of the Board
.: •
•.- HENRY I. OUELLETTE
is chairman ex-officio of all Standing Committees of the Board
Section 50 of the City Charter provides that the Mayor and Aldermen-at-
Large constitute the Finance Commitee and Committee on Claims. The Stand-
ing Committees are named by the President of the Board of Aldermen subject
to confirmation by the Board.
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Committee on Lands and Buildings
Aldermen Pelletier, Poliquin, Dean and Dupont
Committee on Printing and Stationery
Aldermen Bellavance, Noel, Barry and Burns
Committee on Street Lights
Aldermen Bellavance and Joyal
Committee on Licenses
Aldermen Gregg and Poliquin
Committee on Election & Returns
Aldermen Nichols, Burnham, Pelletier and Bellavance
Committee on Traffic Regulations
Aldermen Nichols, Burnham, Dupont and Poliquin
Committee on Street Acceptances
Aldermen Bellavance, LaFlamme, Lebel and Noel
Committee on Planning
Aldermen Gregg, Dupont, Joyal and Bums
Committee on Bills in Second Reading
Aldermen Bellavance and Barry
Committee on Enrollment
Aldermen Nichols and Dean
Committee on Rules
Aldermen LaFlamme and Lebel
Committee on Publicity and New Industries
Aldermen Burnham, Gregg, Nichols and Poliquin
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CITY OFFICERS FOR THE YEARS 1950-1951
Mayor Honorable Hugh Gregg
Two-Year Term, Elected at Municipal Election
Salary $3,500.00 per annum
City Clerk-Overseer of the Poor Irenee D. Ravenelle
Two-Year Term, Elected by Board of Aldermen
Salary, $5,020.00 per annum
City Tax Collector-Treasurer Alfred O. Poulin
Two-Year Term, Elected by Board of Aldermen
Salary, $5,020.00 per annarn
City Solicitor Louis M. Janelle
Two-Year Term, Elected by Board of Aldermen
Salary, $2,000.00 per annum
City Physician Demetrius H. Matsis
Two-Year Term, Elected by Board of Aldermen
Salary, 51,000.00 per nanum and Drugs, $500.00
Mayor's Secretary Lorraine Vaillancourt
Appointed by Mayor
Salary, $2,093.44 per annum
Sealer of Weights and Measures and Dog Officer Joseph H. Deschamps
Two-Year Term, Appointed by Mayor,
subject to confirmation by the Board of Aldermen
Salary, $2,228.00 per annum, $900.00 for Cor Expenses
Inspector of Petroleum David P. Stevens
Two-Year Term, Appointed by Mayor,
subject to confirmation by the Board of Aldermen
Salary, Fees.
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BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS
Two Members Elected at Municipal Election for a Four-Year Term
Hon. Oswald S. Maynard, Mayor, Chairman, ex-officio
Robert J. Dube Theodore Hudon
Terms expire December 31, 1951
John P. Digqins Joseph A. Bouchard, Vice- Chairman
Terms expire December 31, 1949
Salary of Members, $400.00 per annum
Chairman receives no salary
Elected by Board
Superintendent of Streets William H. Tolles
Two-Year Term, Elected by Board of Public Works
Salary, $4,500.00 per annum plus $260.00 H. C. L.
City Engineer Alexander Maynard
Two-Year Term, Elected by Board of Public Works
Salary, $4,500.00 per annum plus $260.00 H. C. L.
Clerk Claude L. Girouard
Two-Year Term, Elected by Board of Public Works
Salary, $2,808.00 per annum plus $260.00 H. C. L
LICENSING BOARD FOR PLUMBERS
Appointed by the Mayor, subject to confirmation by the Board of
Aldermen, for a Two-Year Term ending December 31, 1949
Alexander Maynard, Engineer, ex-officio. Clerk
Eugene L. Carrier, Chairman
John P. Nash
MEASURER OF STONE, BRICK, PAINT AND
PLASTERING
Appointed by the Mayor, subject to confirmation by the Board of
Aldermen, for a Two-Year Term ending December 31, 1949
Austin H. Hogan
FENCE VIEWERS
Appointed by the Mayor, subject to confirmation by the Board of
Aldermen, for a Two-Year Term ending Decem.ber 31, 1949
Joseph A. Therriault Joseph D. Vareckas James Lagios
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NASHUA PUBLIC LIBRARY
His Honor the Mayor and the President of the Board oi Aldennen are
Trustees ex-officio. One Trustee is elected annually, for a seven year term,
by the Board of Aldermen and Trustees in joint convention.
Honorable Oswald S. Maynard, President ex-officio







Hon. Edward J. Lampron
John R. Spring, Clerk
Term expires April 1, 1955
Term expires April 1, 1956
Term expires April 1, 1950
Term expires April 1, 1951
Term expires April 1, 1952
Term expires April 1, 1953
Term expires April 1, 1954
Clerk receives $100. per annum
LIBRARY STAFF
Elected by Trustees
Clara E. Smith Librarian
Salary, $2,400.00 per annum plus $520.00 H.C.L.
Christine B. Rockwood Assistant Librarian
Salary, $2,100.00 per annum plus $520.00 H.C.L.
Marion A. Manning . Children's Librarian
Salary, $1,800.00 per annum plus $520.00 H.C.L.
Rachel A. Sanborn General Assistant
Salary, $1,700.00 per annum plus $520.00 H.CL.
Elizabeth C. Spring General Assistant
Salary, $1,700.00 per annum plus $520.00 H.C.L.
Lucille Annis General Assistant
Salary, $1,500.00 per annum plus $520.00 H.C.L.
Dorothy E. Harris General Assistant
Salary, $1,700.00 per annum plus $520.00 H.C.L.
Marie Oban Clerk Assistant
Salary, $1,500.00 per annum plus $520.00 H.C.L.
M. Etta Lovejoy Assistant Children's Room
Salary, $1,600.00 per annum plus $520.00 H.C.L.
Oscar Ballou
Salary, $1,600.00 per annum plus $520.00 H.C.L.
•H.C.L. — High Cost of Living
Janitor
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TRUSTEES OF THE IRA F. HARRIS LEGACY
Hon. Oswald S. Maynard, Mayor, ex-officio
Lester H. Bumham, President Board of Aldermen, ex-officio
Alfred C. Lacaillade, President of the Board of Education, ex-officio
Elected by the Board of Aldermen for a Two-Year-Term
George E. Harris Term expires December 31, 1949
Walter L. Barker Term expires December 31, 1950
BOARD OF ASSESSORS
One Member Elected at each Municipal Election for a Six-Year Term
Clarence A. Woodbury
Term Expires December 31, 1953
'Salary, $2,000.00 per annum
Joseph M. Levesque, Chairman
Term Expires December 31, 1949




* Plus $520.00 H.C.L.
Term Expires December 31, 1951
'Salary, $2,000.00 per annum
Clerks Elected by the Board
Salary, $2,300.00 per annum
•Salary, $1,712.00 per annum






TRUSTEES OF EDGEWOOD CEMETERY
Elected by Trustees and Aldermen in Joint Convention for a
Five-Year Term
Hon. Oswald S. Maynard, Mayor, is Trustee, ex-officio
Isaac B. Stevens Term Expires April 1,
Sceva Speare Term Expires April 1,
Elwin A. March Term Expires April 1
William R. Swart Term Expires April 1
Herbert C. Lintott Term Expires April 1
Rudolphe Schmeidtgen
.
Term Expires April 1
James L. Bickford Term Expires April 1
Walter F. Evans Term Expires April 1
Walter L. Barker Term Expires April 1
Albert A. Davis Term Expires April 1
James L. Bickford, President
Rudolph Schmeidtgen, Secretary
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BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT UNDER ZONING ORDINANCE
Appointed by the Mayor, subject to confirmation by the Board of
Aldermen, for a Three-Year Term
Donat W. Roy
Arthur J. Renaud
Henry A. Lagasse, Chairman
Abraham J. Goodman
Harold R. Flanders
Term Expires December 31, 1950
Term Expires December 31, 1950
Term Expires December 31, 1951
Term Expires December 31, 1949
Term Expires December 31, 1949
PARK-RECREATION COMMISSION
Appointed by the Mayor, subject to confirmation by the Board of
Aldermen for a Three-Year Term







Walter G. Wrobleski, M. D.
Herman G. Lampron
Superintendent
Elected by the Park Commission
William R. Kirkpatrick
Salary, $3,400.00 per annum plus $520.00 H. C. L.
Term Expires April 1
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BOARD OF HEALTH
Elected by the Board of Aldermen for a Two-year Term ending
December 31, 1949
Ernest J. Eraser, M. D., Chairman
Salary, $1,000.00 per annum











* Plus $520.00 H. C. L.
Romuald P. Letendre
Salary $150.00 per annum
Elected by the Board
William D. Thibodeau, M. D.
Salary, $1,200.00 per annum
Marion Goulet
'Salary, $1,560.00 per annum
Lillian B. Morin, R.N.
•Salary, $1,999.92 per annum
Alice Charest, R.N.
Mary Ann Lucier, R.N.




'Salary, $2,500.16 per annum
"Salary, $2,200.12 per annum
'Salary, $1,850.16 per annum
'Salary, $2,100.28 per annum
'Salary, $2,500.16 per annum





TRUSTEES OF WOODLAWN CEMETERY
Elected by Trustees and Adlermen in Joint Convention for a
Five-Year Term
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Walter C. French, President
Robert N. French, Secretary
Alfred O. Poulin, Treasurer, ex-officio
TRUSTEES OF THE SUBURBAN CEMETERIES
Elected by Trustees and Aldermen in Joint Convention for a
Five-Year Terra






Term Expires April 1, 1952
Term Expires April 1, 1953
Term Expires April 1,1949
Term Expires April 1, 1950
Term Expires April 1, 1951
Charles S. Clement, President
Clarence A. Woodbury, Clerk
Alfred O. Poulin, Treasurer, ex-officio
FIRE COMMISSION
One Member Elected at Municipal Election for a Six-Year Term
Robert F. Girouard, Purchasing Agent Term Expires 1953
Everett A Whitney, Chairman Clerk Term Expires 1949
Victor Cote, Chairman Term Exi::*^.- 1951
Salaries, $100.00 per annum; Clerk, $125.00 per annum
BOARD OF EDUCATION













Terms Expire December 31, 1949
Terms Expire December 31, 1951
Alfred C. Lacaillade
John T. Dimtsios
Elected by the Board
Charles J .Fortin, President
Sarah M. Mercer, Clerk
Clerk receives $200.00 per annum
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NASHUA HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
Officers









George F. Thurber, Chairman
Charles F. Nutter, M. D.
Robert O. Erb
PhiHp E. Stevens
PhiHp McOuesten, M. D.
Trustees from Board of Aldermen
Appointed by the Mayor, subject to confirmation by
the Board of Aldermen
for a Two-Year Term ending December 31, 1949
Henry J. Ouellette
President of the Board of Aldermen
Aldermen James B. Burns and Arthur Poliquin
POLICE COMMISSION
Appointed by Governor and Council for a Three-Year Term
Raoul T. April, Clerk-Purchasing Agent Term Expires Sept. 1, 1950
Walter L. Barker, Personnel Di!;ector Term Expires Sept. 1, 1951
Eugene F. McQuesten, Chairman Term Expires Sept. 1, 1949
Clerk receives $150.00 per annum
Other Members, $100.00 per annum
MUNICIPAL COURT OF NASHUA
Justice Honorable Antoine A. Guertin
Appointed by Governor and Council
Salary, $2,800.00 per annum
Associate Justice Honorable Bolic A. Degasis
Appointed by Governor and Council
Salary, $1,500.00 per annum
Clerk Russell J. Widener
Appointed by Justice
Salary, $1,200.00 per annum
Probation Officer Russell J. Widner
Appointed by Justice
Salary, $1,200.00 per annum
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SURVEYORS OF WOOD, BARK AND LUMBER
Appointed by the Mayor, subject to confirmation by the
Board of Aldermen, for a Two-Year Term
Karlan Gregg EUis D. Bruce
James H. Kail Charles E. Campbell
Benjamin K. Jones Frank W .Ames
G. N. Hill Samuel Prescott
Alfred Tracy Carl L. Sandland
George H. Farland A. F. Rowell
C. M. Mizo Charles Belanger
Frank S. Hartford Eugene Ackley
Eugene W. Duncklee George R. Stoddard
Luke Boissinault Fred K. Cummings
O. R. Connell ' James F. Watson
E. A. Chagnon Charles A. Stearns
William H. Kirkwood George W. Hill
Joseph C. Labrie E. C. Hartford
John Bresnahan Arthur W. Clark
G. B. L. Hill Arthur Santerre
Fred W. Holden Richard A. Huber
WEIGHERS
Appointed by the Mayor, subject to confirmation by the
Board of Aldermen, for a Two-Year Term
Leo Beaulieu Stafford Piper
Joseph Belanger Stephenie Stowasz
Charles Bruneou Herbert M. Weymouth
Robert A. Bullard Lorraine Leblanc
Germaine C. Dambroise Richard Taggart
William J. Driscoll Herbert W. Cady
Thomas H. Drohan Ludger Boucher
Alfred F. Frye Robert D. Fisher
Everett Haynes Charles Roberge
lames G. Morse
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WARD OFFICERS
Elected at the Biennial Election November 2, 1948, for a
Two-Year Term









Charles S. Johnson, 1 1 Shattuck St.
Alfred L. Theriault, 127 E. Hollis St.
Frank E. O'Brien, 12 Hartshorne Ave.
Arthur Bilodeau, 1683/4 W. Pearl St.
Eli Dubois, 57 V2 Kinsley St.
Cornelius J. Hagerty, 71 Bowers St.
William C. Pombrio, 26 Lovell St.











Eugene E. Hodge, 5 Dinsmore St.
Arthur F. Cummings, 20 Berkeley St.
Robert J. Dube, 7 Van Buren St.
George F.Stevens, IOV2 Olive St.
Henry A. Lagasse, 192 W. Pearl St.
Ernest Marcoux, 21 Mulberry St.
Samuel F .Mason, 15 Harvard St.
Arthur Morrissette, 20 Fulton St.











Arthur J. Pierce, 13 Manchester St.
Wilfred Thibault, 17 Orange St.
Harve J. Dube, 148 Canal St.
James G. Morse, 29 Spring St.
Joseph P. Maynard, 36 Chestnut St.
Roland S. Lebel, 79 V2 Chestnut St.
Louise Croux, 6 Gray St.
Arthur J. Grandmaison, 7 Balcom St.
John B. Marquis, 11 Wilder St.
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WARD SELECTMEN
Elected at the Biennial Election November 2, 1948, for a
Two-Year Term
Ward One Leon F. Barker, 31 Fairmount St.
James B. Burns, 12 Sargent Ave.
Harry S. Rollins, 5 Hopkins St.
Ward Two Harold W. Holt, 51 Summer St.
George A .Sirois, 39 Granite St.
Armand H. Gagnon, 4 Mellens Ct.
Ward Three Romeo R. Lesage, 13V2 Lucier St.
Odiose Ouellette, 7 Chandler St.
Hector J. Trembley, 3 Salvail Ct.
Ward Four Walter C. Smith, 43 E. Pearl St.
George D. Sullivan, 24 Prospect Si.
Willard Paine, 5 Cottage Ave.
Ward Five Luder Dumond, 3 Beech St.
George Poradis, 45 Vine St.
Roland Tessier, 4 Myrtle St.
Ward Six Raymond E. Marcoux, 21A Mulberry St.
Maurice F. O'Brien, 37 Lake St.
Joseph H. Ouellet, 93 V2 Ash St.
Ward Seven Real Louis Buiold, 42A Arlington St.
Albert L. Martin, 17 King St.
Arthur M. Ryan, 100 Allds St.
Ward Eight John M. Boggis, 3 Blossom St.
Wilfrid J. Grandmaison, 5 Euclid Ave.
Onias J. Joyal, 74V2 Blossom St.
Word Nine Ernest J. Bouchard, 18 Stevens Ave.
Peter J. Dumais, 6 Perry Ave.
Adelard .Francoeur, 43 Pine St.
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MAYORS OF NASHUA
1. Josephus Baldwin
2. Freeman S. Rogers
3. Thomas W. Gillis
4. Albin Beard
5. Aaron W. Sawyer
6. George Bowers
7. Hiram T. Morrill
8. Edward Spalding
9. Virgil C. Oilman
1 0. Gilman Scripture
11. lotham D. Otterson
12. Dana Sargent
13. Seth D. Chandler
14. Frank A. McKean
15. George H. Whitney
16. Charles Williams
17. Vv^illiam H. Cook
18. Benjamin Holman
19. Benjamin Fletcher, Jr
20. Alfred M. Norton
21. John A. Spalding
22. James H. ToUes
23. Charles H. Burke
24. William H. Beasom
25. William Hall
26. Thomas Sands
27. Joseph W. Howard
28. Jason E. Tolles
29. Milton A. Taylor
30. Jeremiah J. Doyle
31. Andros B. Jones
32. Albert Shedd
33. William H. Barry
34. James B. Crowley
35. Henri A. Burque
36. Eaton D. Sargent
37. William F. Sullivan
38. Alvin A. Lucier
39. Frank A. MacMaster
40. Eugene H. Lemay
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REGULAR MEETINGS
Board of Aldermen
Second and fourth Tuesdays of each month at 8 P.M. at City Hall Building.
Finance Committee
First and fifteenth days of each month at 7:30 P.M. at City Hall Building
Board of Education
Last Friday of each month at 7:45 P.M. at City Hall Building.
Police Commission
Last day of each month at 8:00 P.M. at Police Station.
Fire Commission
The twenty-fifth day of each month at 8:00 P.M. at the Central Fire Station.
Trustees of Public Library
Second Friday of each month, except July and August, at the Library.
Trustees of Woodlawn Cemetery
Last Friday of each month.
Trustees of Edgewood Cemetery
Last Monday of each month.
Trustees of Suburban Cemeteries
On call of Chairman.
Board of Health
First and third Tuesdays of each month at 4:30 P. M. at City Hall Building.
Board of Public Works
First and fourteenth of each month at City Hall Building.
Board of Assessors
Every Tuesday at 2:00 P.M.










FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED
DECEMBER 31, 1949
Made by
THE DIVISION OF MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTING
STATE TAX COMMISSION
April 19 — May 11, 1950
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To His Honor The Mayor and The Board of Aldermen:
City of Nashua, New Hampshire
Gentlemen:
In accordance with your request we have made an audit
and examination of the accounts and records of the City of
Nashua for the fiscal year ended December 31, 1949, and
submit herewith our report thereon together with various Ex-
hibits as listed in the attached Index.
SCOPE OF AUDIT
The audit consisted of a complete verification of assets
and liabilities as recorded in the balance sheets of Revenue
Accounts, Non-Revenue Accounts, General Indebtedness and
the Trust and Investment Funds. We examined supporting
checks, vouchers, payrolls and department records to an extent
deemed adequate in conformity with accepted audit pro^
cedure.
BALANCE SHEET — REVENUE ACCOUNTS
(Exhibit A-1)
Cash on Hand and in Bank — $68,652.33:





Cash in Bank 68,219.33
$68,652.33
The Cash in Bank of $68,219.33 was reconciled with the
balance shown by bank statement of Second National Bank
dated December 31, 1949.
Appropriation Overdroifts — $1,977.85:
The following overdrafts of Cemetery appropriations have
been carried forward to 1950 in conformity with established
practice:
Edgewood Cemetery $ 929.18
Suburban Cemetery 1,048.67
Total Carried to 1950 $1,977.85
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Uncollected Taxes — $155,337.82:
The following comparative table shows in detail the un-
collected taxes at December 31, 1949 and December 31, 1948:
December 31st.
1949 1948
Current Year's Levy $141,330.80 $115,104.66
Levies of Four Preceding Years 14,007.02 13,220.32....
Total $155,337.82 $128,324.98
The amount of uncollected taxes of the current year's levy
at December 31, 1949, exceeds that at December 31, 1948 by
$26,226.14. The proportion of increase, however, is less than
the average increase throughout the State.
Unredeemed Taxes — Tax Titles — $6,254.34:
Exhibit G-6, presents a detailed statem.ent of the changes
in the Tax Title account during the year under review.
Tax Deeds — $4,376.64:
The balance of Tax Deeds' account as at December 31,
1949, amounting to $4,376.64, represents the cost to the City of
acquiring such deeds.
Temporary Loans — $50,000.00:
The above $50,000.00 represents the unpaid portion, at
December 31, 1949, of Notes issued in anticipation of Taxes.
Unexpended Balances — $45,392.13:
This amount is comprised of various unexpended bal-
ances of appropriations, and/or revenues, to be carried for-
ward to 1950.
Reserves — $3,457.65:
The $1,572.23 balance in Reserve for Tax Titles and Tax
Deeds represents the accumulated profit from the sales of tax
deeded property.
The Board of Public Works Retirement Reserve of $1,885.42
represents the amount of deductions from payrolls of that De-
partment not yet invested.
Overlays — $ 62,709.30:
Following the practice established in prior years, the City
accumulates as a reserve the balances of overlay of the cur-
rent year's tax levy plus that of the levies of the four preceding
years. As of December 31, 1949, the uncollected taxes of the
fifth preceding year (1944), were written off against the Overlay
of that year and the remaining balance of 1944 Overlay,
amounting to $8,891.06, was transferred to Surplus Revenue
Current (Exhibit B-1).
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In Exhibit C, we present an analysis of such accumulated
overlays as of December 31, 1948 and changes therein during
the year under review.
Due State of New Hampshire — $186.00:
The above liability represents the amount of Special Poll
Taxes collected during the year under review and not remitted
to the State as of December 31, 1949.
Revenue Surplus — $74,896.75:
The Surplus increased from $28,747.38 as of December 31,
1948 to $74,896.75 as at December 31, 1949, or an increase of
$46,149.37. As indicated in "Analysis of Surplus Revenue —
Prior Years" (Exhibit B-2), this increase consists of $45,793.24
of 1949 Surplus Revenue, plus a net of $356.13 of revenues on
account of prior years' activities.
BALANCE SHEET — GENERAL INDEBTEDNESS
(Exhibit A-3)
Bonded Indebtedness — $891,000.00:
There was a net increase in bonded indebtedness of
$28,000.00 during the year under review. This net increase was
occasioned by the issuance during the year of $150,000.00 in
Sewer bonds and the retirement of $122,000.00 of other out-
standing bonds.
Comparative Statements of Appropriations and Expenditures
— Estimated and Actual Revenues: (Exhibits D & E)
In Exhibits D and E are presented Comparative Statements
of Appropriations and Expenditures and Estimated and Actual
Revenues, respectively.
During the year under review changes were made in the
preparation of, and the accounting for. Budget estimates of
Revenues and Appropriations. Under the new system all De-
partmental revenues excepting Cemeteries and Library were
included in estimated revenue in budget preparation. The ac-
counting for the receipt of such revenues was effected by cred-
iting current Revenue account rather than the Departmental
appropriation accounts as formerly.
As a result, the Comparative Statement of Appropriations
and Expenditures (Exhibit D) will not show any credits for De-
partmental receipts, other than Cemeteries and Library, ex-
cepting refunds of expenditures previously made by the re-
spective departments as indicated.
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GENERAL COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Accounting Procedure for Added Taxes and Refimds:
In our previous report we made certain recommendations
for recording Added Taxes and payments in refund of amounts
abated after a tax had been paid in full. We are pleased to re-




In our previous report we recommended that the Library
moke use of a cash book in which should be entered all re-
ceipts and expenditures with classification as to source of re-
ceipts and purpose of expenditures. We are pleased to report
that this recommendation has been followed and the Library-
records for the year under review were found to have been well
kept and in good order.
Athletic Association:
While the Athletic Association is not a department of the
City, in the sense that it carries no appropriation etc., it is felt
that if its financial transactions are a part of the City records
such transactions should be subject to the same regulations
set forth for other City departments.
In connection with our examination of the records of the
Athletic Association, we found that none of the expenditures
were supported by bills, expense accounts or other detailed
evidence of liability. Upon inquiry we were informed that what-
ever invoices were presented for payment had been destroyed.
In keeping with City departmental regulations, it is our opinion
that no disbursements should be made from Athletic Associa-
tion funds unless evidence is presented as to the propriety of
such expenditure and the same should bear the approval of
some responsible Association official.
Conclusion:
The accounting system of the City of Nashua provides ade-
quate financial information so that effective control of budget-
ary cropropriations may be exercised.
The appreciation and thanks of the members of this Divi-
sion is hereby expressed to the officials of the City of Nashua
and their office staffs for the assistance rendered during the
course of the audit.
Yours very truly,
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HAROLD G. FOWLER, Director
DIVISION OF MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTING
STATE TAX COMMISSION
Herbert E. Hunt )
Kenneth L. Cowan )
Auditors
C. David Sullivan )
lohn T. Flanders )
Accountants





This is to certify that we have audited the accounts and
records of the City of Nashua for the fiscal year ended Decem-
ber 31, 1949.
The report submitted herewith sets forth, in our opinion,
the financial condition of the City as of December 31, 1949. The
various Exhibits, together with our comments, reflect the re-
sults of operations for the period under examination.
Respectfully submitted,
HAROLD G. FOWLER, Director
DIVISION OF MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTING
STATE TAX COMMISSION
Herbert E. Hunt )
Kenneth L. Cowan )
Auditors
C. David Sullivan )
John T. Flanders )
Accountants




A-1 — Balance Sheet— Revenue Accounts
A-2— Balance Sheet— Non-Revenue Accounts
A-3— Balance Sheet-— General Indebtedness
A-4— Balance Sheet— Trust and Investment Funds
Analysis of Surplus Revenues:
B-1 — Analysis of Surplus Revenue— Current
B-2— Analysis of Surplus Revenue— Prior Years
Analysis of Overlay Accounts:
C— Summary of Overlay Accounts
Comparative Statement of Appropriations and Expenditures:
D— Statement of Appropriations and Expenditures
Comparative Statement oi Estimated and Actual Revenues:
E— Statement of Estim.ated and Actual Revenue
Treasurer's Accounts:
F-1 — Classified Summary of Receipts and Expenditures
— Revenue Cash
F-2— Classified Summary of Receipts and Expenditures
— Non-Revenue Cash
F-3 — Summary of Receipts, Expenditures and Proof of Bal-
ance
Tax Collector's Accounts:
G-1 — Summary of Warrant— Levy of 1949
G-2— Summary of Warrant— Levy of 1948
G-3— Summary of Warrant— Levy of 1947
G-4— Summary of Warrant— Levy of 1946
G-5 —-Summary of Warrant— Levy of 1945
G-6— Summary of Warrant— Levy of 1944
G-7— Summary of Tax Sale Account
Clerk's Account:
H— Summary of Motor Vehicle Permits, Dog Licenses Is^-
sued and Other Activities
Departmental— Receipts, Expenditures and Appropriations:
I — Police Department
I — Police Department— Special Activities Account
K — Ambulance
L — Fire Department
M — Public Works Department
N —Board of Health
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N-1 ^— Analysis of Petty Cash Receipts and Expenditures
— Board of Health
O — Park and Recreation Department
P — Public Library
O — Zoning Board
R — Board of Examination of Plumbers
S — Airport
T — Parking Meters
U — Municipal Court
Cemeteries— Receipts, Expenditures and Appropriations:




W— City Officials' Bonds
Indebtedness:
X— Statement of Outstanding Indebtedness, Showing An-
nual Maturities and Interest
EXHIBIT A-1
CITY OF NASHUA
BALANCE SHEET— REVENUE ACCOUNTS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1949
ASSETS
Cosh on Hand and in Banks:





Public Works Department 42.85
Appropriation Overdrafts:
Edgewood Cemetery $ 929.18
Suburban Cemetery 1,048.67
1,977.85
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Uncollected Taxes:
Levy of 1949 $141,330.80
Levy of 1948 4,860.24
Levy of 1947 3,311.11
Levy of 1946 3,442.64
Levy of 1945 2,393.03
155,337.82








School Cafeteria $ 5,495.49
School of Mechanical Arts 4,441.35
School Music Fund 958.36
School Athletic Fund 3,452.20
Instruction on the Farm 236.15
Parking Meters 16,819.31
Frank Silva Account 200.00
Printing Revised Charter 2,000.00




Tax Titles and Tax Deeds $1,572.23
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State of New Hampshire:






BALANCE SHEET— NON-REVENUE ACCOUNTS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1949
ASSETS
Cash on Hand and in Bank $45,910.78
Total Assets $45,910.78
LIABILITIES
Widening Main Street $12,910.78




BALANCE SHEET— GENERAL INDEBTEDNESS






Sewer, Health and Sanitation $356,000.00
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EXHIBIT A-4
CITY OF NASHUA
BALANCE SHEET— TRUST AND INVESTMENT FUNDS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1949
ASSETS
Cash on Hand and in Banks:
Nashua Trust Company $38,361.78
Indian Head National Bank 8,033.78
Second National Bank 6,925.72
Hudson (Mass.) Savings Bank 1,812.44
Second National Bank (Checking
Account 1,885.42
$ 57,019.14






Ira F. Harris Fund 16,500.00
Almira Jacquith Fund 500.00




Ira F. Harris 23,309.14
34,648.47
Cemetery Funds:
Edgewood Cemetery Perpetual Care $131,860.57
Woodlcrwn Cemetery Perpetual Care 186,495.89
Suburban Cemetery Perpetual Care 10,113.14
Total Perpetual Care Funds 328,469.60
Edgewood Cemetery— Walks and
Drives $10,155.22
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M. P. Harris Fund 1,000.00
F. B. McOuestion Fund 1,000.00
A. J. Dunlap Fund 164.90
Burke Fund 9,000.00
Nelson S. Whitman Fund 62,717.33
Nashua Cemeteries Association:
S. P. Cothrin Fund $974.36
S. B. Cothrin Fund 743.97
Laura A. Hill Fund 312.26
Mrs. E. J. Hibbard Fund 137.18
School Prize Funds:
Noyes Medal Prize Fund $ 986.22





Park Recreation (City Farm Fund) .... $10,928.05
Weavers Union Hospital Fund 579.01
Jennie V. Wallace Fund 599.06
Charlotte O. Harris Fund 201.73






ANALYSIS OF SURPLUS REVENUE— CURRENT
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1949
Net Current Revenue (Exhibit E) $288,009.32
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Deduct:
Appropriations Overdrafts $ 1,271.29
Estimated 1949 Revenues 300,000.00
301,271.29
Current Revenue Surplus .... $45,793.24
EXHIBIT B-2
CITY OF NASHUA
ANALYSIS OF SURPLUS REVENUE— PRIOR YEARS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1949





Refunds on Taxes 28.60
$29,103.51
1949 Surplus Revenue (Exhibit B-1) 45,793.24
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EXHIBIT E
CITY OF NASHUA
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF ESTIMATED AND ACTUAL REVENUE
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1949
SOURCE








Tax Sales Redeemed 5,575.89
Interest and Costs 5,419.12
$2,188,106.00
From State:
Savings Bank Tax $ 3,249.32
Railroad Tax 10,265.03
Interest and Dividend Tax 69,423.92
Road Toll Refunds 3,916.83
Public Welfare 473.73
Reimbursements a/c Old Age
Assistance 1,746.40
Class V Highways 964.17
Use of Equipment 136.05
School Lunch Program 6,208.94
Area Vocational and Evening
Schools 13,183.51
Fighting Forest Fires 12.26
From Local Sources, Except Taxes:
Dog Licenses $ 2,970.75








Registration of Motor Vehicles .... 70,212.09
Income from Trust Funds 10,570.37
109,580.16
100,900.31




High School Athletic Association .. 31,288.22










Land and buildings 5.00
Zoning Board 138.00
Health Department 1,159.56
Board for Examination of Plumbers 56.00
School of Music 949.45
School for Mechanical Arts 11,709.92
City Physician 12.15
Housing Authority 200.00
Sealer of Weights and Measures 1.00
Instruction on the Farm 6,740.75
$187,174.65
Parking Meter Revenue 38,396.68
Unclassified:
Temporary Loans $1,400,000.00
Premium on Sewer Bond Issue 1,904.85
Sale of City Property 85.00
Sale of Tax Deeded Property 1,455.00
Revenues of Prior Years 384.73
Perpetual Care of Cemetery Lots
— New Funds 6,367.25
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Non-Revenue Cash Transferred to
Board oi Public Works
Appropriailion 118,158.50
Total Revenue Cash Per Books $4,265,209.06
Balance on Hand—
•






Wards and Elections 7,612.49
Assessor's Department 15,796.76
City Hall and Buildings 19,972.44
Protection of Persons and Property:
Police Department $151,406.64
Police Department—Petty Cash .... 300.00
Ambulance 13,453.64
Damage by Dogs 779.05
Municipal Court 6,700.00
Fire Department 228,974.54
Sealer of Weights and Measures .. 2,831.05
Health and Sanitation:
Board of Health $39,602.73
City Physician 1,688.50
Vital Statistics 5.45
St. Joseph's Hospital 2,500.00
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Highways:
Board of Public Works $442,060.51
Street Lights 46,569.36
Zoning Board of Adjustment 287.01




Land and Buildings 241.46
Insurance 7,588.99
Water Supply 26,728.98
Printing and Stationery 875.00
Patriotic Purposes:
Memorial Day $ 400.00
Reburial for Returned Veterans .... 1,200.00




Interest and Maturing Debt:
Interest:
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Other Governmental Units:
. School Per Capita Tax $ 6,686.00




School of Mechanical Arts 9,774.13
High School Athletic Fund 34,471.18
School Music Fund 789.65
Instruction on the Form 7,683.82
Withholding Tax Payments
Board of Public Works Retirement ....
Refunds on Overpayment of T^xes,
Etc
Taxes Bought by City






















SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1949
Balance—lonuary 1, 1949 $ 29,069.28
Receipts:
Sewer Bond Issue 150,000.00
Total Amount Available $179,069.28
Expenditures:
Transfers to Departments:
Board of Public Works $118,158.50




Balance—December 31, 1949 $45,910.78
EXHIBIT F-3
SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS, EXPENDITURES AND
PROOF OF BALANCE
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1949
Revenue Non-Revenue
Cash Cash Total
Balance — January 1, 1949 S 84,498.48 $29,069.28$ 113.567.76
Receipts During Year 4,147,050.56 150,000.00 4,297,050.56
$4,231,549.04 $179,069.28 $4,410,618.32
Transfers from Non-Revenue Cash 118,158.50 118,158.50
$4,349,707.54 $179,069.28 $4,528,776.82
Expenditures During Year 4,281,488.21 15,000.00 4,296,488.21
$ 68,219.33 $164,069.28$ 232,288.61
Transfers to Revenue Cash 118,158.50 118,158.50
Balance — December 31, 1949 $ 68,219.33 $45,910.78$ 114,130.11
PROOF OF BALANCE
Balance in Second National Bank — As Per
Statement December 31, 1949 $198,655.53
Deposit — January 4, 1950 6,359.71
$205,015.24
Less: Outstanding Checks 91,385.11
Reconciled Bank Balance — December 31, 1949 $113,630.13
Petty Cash Fund 500.00
$114,130.13
Less: Ebccess Bank Balance .02
Balance — December 31, 1949 $114,130.11
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EXHIBIT G-1
CITY OF NASHUA
SUMMARY OF WARRANT — LEVY OF 1949
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1949
DEBITS
Taxes Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes $2,174,014.75
Poll Tctxes 32,770.00









A/c Property Taxes $2,041,254.30






Transferred to Tax Deeds 14.35




Corrections to Adjust Warrant
to Agree With General Ledger:
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Adjusting Entry to






and Ledger 4.86 577.65
Uncollected Taxes Per General
Ledger $141,330.80




SUMMARY OF WARRANT— LEVY OF 1948







Adjustment of Difference Between
General Ledger and Warrant 92.06
$115,665.13
Added Taxes:
Property Taxes $ .10
Poll Taxes 466.00
466.10




K/c Property Taxes $105,796:43
K/c Poll Taxes 3,230.00
$109,026.43
2,397.31








Corrections to Adjust Warrant
to Agree with General Ledger 86.21
$4,860.24
Correction of General Ledger .15





SUMMARY OF WARRANT— LEVY OF 1947




Property Taxes $ 487.67
Poll Taxes 3,852.00
$4,339.67
Adjustment of Difference Between
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CREDITS
Remittances to Treasurer:
K/c Property Taxes $180.81







Uncollected Taxes (Per Warrant):
Property Taxes $ 150.03
Poll Taxes 3,444.00
$3,594.03
Correction to Adjust Warrant to
Agree With General Ledger 282.92




SUMMARY OF WARRANT— LEVY OF 1946




Property Taxes $ 210.82
Poll Taxes 3,310.00
$3,520.82
Adjustment of Difference Between
General Ledger and Warrant 309.72
Total Debits $3,830.54
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CREDITS
Remittances to Treasurer:
K/c Property Taxes $ 99.18




Uncollected Taxes (Per Warrant):
Property Taxes $ 56.92
Poll Taxes 3,094.00
$3,150.92
Corrections to Adjust Warrant to
Agree With General Ledger 291.72
$263.18
124.72





SUMMARY OF WARRANT— LEVY OF 1945




Property Taxes $ 211.75
Poll Taxes 2,510.00
$2,721.75
Adjustment of Difference Between
General Ledger and Warrant 20.21
$2,741.96













Uncollected Taxes (Per Warrant):
Property Taxes $ 58.88
Poll Taxes ; 2,300.00
$2,358.88
Correction to Adjust Warrant to
Agree With General Ledger 34,15





SUMMARY OF WARRANT— LEVY OF 1944




Property Taxes $ 155.02
Poll Taxes 2,420.00
$2,575.02
Adjustment of Difference Between
General Ledger and Warrant 38.05
Total Debits $2,613.07
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CREDITS
Remittances to Treasurer:





SUMMARY OF TAX SALE ACCOUNT




Tax Sale—Levy of 1948—
September 27, 1949 8,961.01
Subsequent Taxes Bought by City .... 26.43




Remittances to Treasurer $5,575.89
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EXHIBIT H
CITY OF NASHUA
SUMMARY OF CITY CLERK'S MOTOR VEHICLE PERMITS
DOG LICENSES ISSUED AND OTHER ACTIVITIES









1948 Licenses $ 26.00
1949 Licenses 2,944.75
2,970.75
Business Licenses and Permits:










Motor Vehicle Permits $70,213.09
Dog Licenses 2,970.75
Marriage Licenses 1,436.00
Business Licenses and Permits 1,142.50
Recording Mortgages 819.30
Liens Recorded 1,787.95










SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES




Tax Refund on New Car $ 77.43
Sale Used Shell Loading
Equipment 30.00
Sale Used Guns 86.00
Sale Used Desks 6.00
Beano Licenses 50.00
Sale of lunk 12.00
Sale of Used Boiler 3.00
Photostatic Copies 6.75
Town of Hudson 3.07
Cancelled Money Order (Old) 2.00
Misc. Refunds 134.79
Gasoline Tax Refund 638.84
lunk Licenses (Net) 102.08
Bicycle Licenses 837.50
Total Receipts 1,989.46













Operating and Station Supplies .... 453.72
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Office Supplies and Expenses 499.64
Prisoners' Meals and Medical
Expense 345.25
Station Repairs 1,999.39
Tires and Tubes 447.94
New Car (Ford) 1,892.95
Police Manual Revision 300.00











SUMMARY OF SPECIAL ACTIVITIES ACCOUNT
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1949
DEBITS
Balance—January 1, 1949 $2,190.33
CREDITS




SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1949
DEBITS
Receipts:
Town of Hudson $476.00
Town of Hollis 20.00
Town of Merrimack 277.00
Total Receipts $957.00
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CREDITS






Hospital and Medical 442.90
First Aid Supplies and Laundry .... 249.05
Insurance 298.92
Radio 74.87
Gas and Oil 296.10








SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1949
RECEIPTS
Debits:
State of New Hampshire:









Transferred to Treasurer— ..
Revenues $600.12















Electricity and Gas 1,459.98
Fuel 3,455.14














SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1949
RECEIPTS
Debits:
State of New Hampshire:
Class V Highways $ 964.17
Gas Tax Refund 2,753.68
Use of Compressor 136.05
$3,853.90








Labor and Material Charges to
Other Than City Departments .... 3,197.00













Proceeds of Bond Issue 118,158.50
Special Payroll Transfer 25,000.00
Payroll Check Refund 8.20
$452,166.70
Debits:
Maintenance of Streets $60,538.58
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Recoverable—Labor and Material $16,299.38












SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1949
RECEIPTS
Debits:
Milk and Garbage Licenses $325.00
Meat Inspection Fees 339.95
State of New Hampshire Gas
Tax Refund 197.00
Refunds and Reimbursements 80.14
Duplicate Payments Refunded 328.78
Miscellaneous 85.69
Total Receipts $ 1,356.56
Credits:
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Printing 210.98
Health Officer 3,020.16
Health Officer - Expenses 329.50
Milk Analyst 2,516.08
Milk Analyst — Expenses 309.56
Public Health Nurse 2,519.92





Pre School Clinics 40.00
Prophylactic Supplies $ 808.88
Farm Inspector 2,720.12
Farm Inspector — Expenses 662.12
Meat & Dump Inspector 3,020.16




Garbage Collection — Expense .... 818.05
Substitute Garbage Helper 324.50







Unexpended Bal. Closed to Surplus 1,902.45
To Balance Account $41,505.18
EXHIBIT N-1
CITY OF NASHUA
ANALYSIS OF PETTY CASH RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
BOARD OF HEALTH
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1949
Balance — January 1, 1949 $ 43.93
Receipts:
Milk & Garbage Licenses $325.00
Meat Inspection Fees 339.95
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Refunds 226.00
Reimbursements from City 126.39





Office 5c Laboratory Expenses.
Supplies, Etc $ 121.74
Remittances to Treasurer —
Revenues 1,027.78
Total Expenditures $1,149.52




PARK AND RECREATION DEPARTMENT
. SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1949
RECEIPTS
Debits:










Total Receipts $ 8,356.09
Credits:
Transferred to Treas. — Revenues .... $8,356.09






Gas, Electricity & Water 3,368.83
Repairs 2,010.52







Caterer, Cleanser, Sports &
Mies. Charges 894.35




Unexp. Balance — Closed to Surplus 2,768.88
To Balance Account $62,876.00
EXHIBIT P
• CITY OF NASHUA
PUBLIC LIBRARY
SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES




Income from Investments $1,095.00
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Petty Cash Items 205.26
Total Expenditures










SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1949
RECEIPTS
Debits:
Non Conforming Cases $138.00
Total Receipts
Credits:
Transferred to Treas— Revenues ....
$138.00
$138.00





Telephone & Telegraph $ 55.83
Office Supplies 42.55
Postage 133.63
Meetings of Inspectors 55.00
Total Expenditures $287.01
Unexp. Balance— Closed to Surplus 212.99
To Balance Account $500.00
EXfflBIT R
CITY OF NASHUA
BOARD OF EXAMINATION OF PLUMBERS
SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
















Overdraft — Closed to Surplus 55.35
To Balance Account $75.00




SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES









Transferred to Treas. — Revenues .... 237.70
46.00













Unexp. Balances — Closed to Surplus 749.01
To Balance Account $2,546.00




SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1949
CREDITS















l^arts 6c Equipment 252.49
. Police (Refunded) 94.23
Motor Cycle 98.91
Insurance 106.75
State of New Hampshire 340.22
Donation —• March of Dimes 13.40
Total Expenditures $20,591.24
Fines Transferred to Revenue 4,326.00
24,917.24
Unexp. Balance Carried to 1950 $16,819.31




SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1949
CREDITS
Balance on Hand — Dec. 31, 1948 .... $ 738.92
Receipts:










Motor Vehicle Dep.—1948 Ace. $ 397.70
City of Nashua— 1948 Account 341.22
Motor Vehicle Department $ 6,156.40
City of Nashua 6,194.59
Fish & Game Department 95.10
Clerk of Supreme Court 40.00




Cash on Hand — December 31, 1949 (Paid in 1950):
Due Motor Vehicle Department .... $ 577.50
Due City of Nashua 355.85
Due Fish & Game Department 16.70









SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1949
CREDIT
Budgetary Appropriation $ 6,000.00
Receipts:
Income from Invested Funds $ 5,386.45
Burial Receipts 1,149.00
Flowers & Plants Sold 2,381.01
Graves Sold 1,442.50
Sectional Vaults 668.00
Annual Care of Lots & Graves 670.00
Allowance for Old Truck 150.66
Foundations for Monuments 250.00




Total Amount Available .... $20,450.86
DEBIT
Expenditures:
Salaries & Wages $15,288.77
Repairs 150.78





Flowers & Seeds, Etc 743.59
Sectional Vaults 556.64





Overwraft from 1948 16.35
$20,423.77
Unexpended Balance Carried to 1950 27.09
To Balance Account 20,450.86




SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1949
CREDIT
Budgetary Appropriation $ 6,000.00
Receipts:
Income from Trust Funds $ 3,883.40
New Trust Fund Created 4,375.75
Lots Sold 1,279.00
Care of Lots, Graves, Etc 3,029.87
12,568.02
Total Amount Available .... $18,568.02
DEBIT
Expenditures:
Salaries & Wages $12,586.86
Trust Funds Turned over to Trustees 4,375.75














Overdraft from 1948 61.57
$19,497.20
Overdraft — Carried to 1950 929.18
To Balance Account $18,568.02




SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES




Income from Trust Funds $ 205.52
Care of Lots & Graves 20.00
Miscellaneous 24.00
New Trust Fund Investments 100.00
349.52
Total Amount Available .. $2,849.52
DEBIT
Expenditures:




New Trust Investments 100.00
Total Expenditures $3,106.43
Overdraft from 1948 791.76
$3,898.19
Overdraft — Carried to 1950 1,048.67
To Balance Account $2,849.52





Number Amount Term Beginning
City Clerk:
Irenee D. Rovenelle








Insurance Company $54,700.00 January 1, 1949
Various City Employees:
Clerks (5) Office of City
Treasurer 5c Tax Collector Ea. $ 1,500.00 lanuary 1, 1948
Deputy Collector—Office of
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ADOPTING RULES AND FIXING THE TIME FOR HOLDING
REGULAR MEETINGS
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
That the rules of the Board of Aldermen for 1943 be and the same
are hereby adopted for 1949, and that the time for holding regular
meetings be on the second and fourth Tuesday of each month at eight
(8) o'clock in the afternoon.
Passed January 11, 1949
HENRY I. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENES D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR, TREASURER AND FINANCE COMMITTEE
TO BORROW MONEY IN ANTICIPATION OF TAXES
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
That pursuant to Section 94, Chapter 5! of the Revised Laws of New-
Hampshire, 1942, the Mayor, Treasurer and Finance Committee are authorized
to incur debts from time to time during the municipal fiscal year beginning
January I, 1949 to an aggregate amount not exceeding One Million Four-hundred
thousand Dollars for temporary loans in anticipation of and payable from taxes
of the said year and to issue thereof notes of the City signed by the Mayor and
Treasurer and certified by THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF BOSTON and to
renew the same by the issue of other like notes, but all notes issued Hereunder
shall be payable within one year after the date when the debt represented
thereby was originally incurred.
Passed January 11, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
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RESOLUTION
THAT THE CITY TREASURER BE AUTHORIZED TO PAY A SUM
OF MONEY TO THE MANAGER OF THE VETERANS
EMERGENCY HOUSING PROJECT
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Alderiaen of the City of Nashua
That the City Treasurer be and is hereby authorized and empowered to
pay out of the City Funds, to Edward S. Leblanc, Manager of the Veterans
Emergency Housing Project, the sum of $3,205.28. ,
Said amount is made up for the following items:
Garbage and Rubbish Shelters $ 794.00
Trees and Shrubs for Project 507.50
Finished Grading, Seeding, etc 1176.62
Office Equipment 209.48
Project Equipment 255.00
Building for Storage and Signs, ets 262.68
Total $3205.28
Passed January 25, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
RESOLUTION
TO RESCIND A RESOLUTION PASSED ON APRIL 27, 1948
CONVEYING LAND TO CLIFFORD HARRINGTON
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
That the resolution passed April 27, 1948 by the Board of Aldermen of the
City of Nashua authorizing the Mayor, Oswald S. Maynard to convey real
estate on Tremont Street, being Lots numbered 251 - 262 on Sheet 113 on the
Assessor's Maps of the City of Nashua, be and is hereby rescinded.
Passed February 8, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President
Approved February 9, 1949
OSWALD S. MAYNARD
Mayor
A true copy _
Attest- IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
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RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING HIS HONOR, MAYOR OSWALD S. MAYNARD TO CONVEY
CERTAIN REAL ESTATE ON HAYDEN STREET
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
That His Honor, Mayor Oswald S. Maynard, be and is hereby authorized
and empowered to convey, for and in consideration of EIGHTY DOLLARS
($80.00) to the National Real Estate Company, the following described real
estate:
Lots 87, 90, 91, and 94 on Sheet 110 on Hayden Street in said Nashua.
Said Lot and Sheet numbers being on the Assessor's Maps of the City oof Nashua,
Passed February 8, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING HIS HONOR, MAYOR OSWALD S. MAYNARD TO CONVEY
CERTAIN REAL ESTATE ON LAKE STREET
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
That His Honor, Mayor Oswald S. Maynard, be and is hereby authorized
and empowered to convey, for and in consideration of TWENTY-FIVE DOLLARS
($25.00) to Edgar L. Simoneau and Rachel Simoneau of said Nashua, the
following described real estate:
Lot 3, Sheet 90 on Lake Street in said Nashua. Said Lot and Sheet
numbers being on the Assessor's maps of the City of Nashua.
Passed February 8, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
CITY OF NASHUA. NEW HAMPSHIRE 81
RESOLUTION
CONTINUING PENSIONS IN FORCE
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
That the Pensions heretofore voted the following former City Employees be









Lillian M. Donahue ....
Elizabeth Gray
Florence A. Hills ...
Helene C. Keeley ....
Jessie A .Kennedy ...
Rose Lee
Fannie Morrison
















BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS
Zoel Carrier
82 CITY OF NASHUA, NEW HAMPSHIRE
PARK-RECREATICN COMMISSION
George F. Nutting S 65.00 per month $ 780.00
These pensions are granted under authority of the Provisions of Chapter 226
Session Laws of 1923 and Chapter 307, Section 1 of the Session Laws of 1925.
These pensions to be paid from the Pension Account.
Passed February 8, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
RESOLUTION
TO RESCIND A RESOLUTION PASSED ON SEPTEMBER 9, 1947
CONVEYING LAND TO JOSEPH P. LABRIE
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOL\^ED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
That the resolution passed September 9, 1947 by the Board of Aldermen
of the City of Nashua authorizing the Mayor, Oswald S. Maynard to convey
real estate on Trapello Avenue, being lots numbered 165-166-167-168 Sheet
120 on the Assessor's Maps of the City of Nashua, be and is hereby rescinded.
Passed February 8, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR, OSWALD S. MAYNARD, TO CONVEY CERTAIN
REAL ESTATE ON MAIN STREET
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
That the Mayor, Oswald S. Maynard, be and is hereby authorized and
empowered to convey to Edmond L. Cote of Plainville, County of Hartford, and
State of Connecticut, all the right, title, and interest that the City of Nashua had,
now has, or will have in the future, of the following described land:
A certain tract or parcel of land situated in Nashua, County of Hillsborough,
and State of New Hampshire, and known as Lots numbered 9 and 10 on a
plan of Land called "Overlook Park", said lots being on the east side of Main
Street in the City of Nashua, County of Hillsborough, and State of New Hamp-
shire, Plan made by G. P. Winn, C. E., and recorded at the Hillsborough County
Registry of Deeds as Plan numbered 367, said lots being bounded and described
as follows:
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(1) Northerly by land now or formerly owned by Madge Langston, one hun-
dred (100) feet;
(2) Easterly by Lot No. 12 on said Plan, fifty (50) feet;
(3) Southerly by Lot No. 8 on said Plan, one hundred (100) feet;
and
(4) Westerly by Main Street, fifty (50) feet.
Said Lots containing 2500 feet each, more or less, according to said Plan.
Passed February 8, 1949
HENRY I. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
RESOLUTION
TO RESCIND RESOLUTION PASSED APRIL 14, 1942 AUTHORIZING THE
FORMER MAYOR EUGENE H. LEMAY TO CONVEY CERTAIN REAL
ESTATE ON BURKE STREET
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
That the resolution authorizing the former Mayor Eugene H. Lemay,
to convey by quit-claim deed to Frank Silva, land and buildings on
Burke Street being lots numbered 485, Sheet 14 and Lot 16, Sheet 11,
be and is hereby rescinded.
Passed March 22, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING HIS HONOR, MAYOR OSWALD S. MAYNARD, TO CONVEY
CERTAIN REAL ESTATE ON ALMONT STREET
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
WHEREAS, Samuel J. Dearborn, Tax Collector for the City of Nashua, con-
veyed a certain lot numbered IS, Sheet 103, of the Assessor's Map of the
City of Nashua, to the City of Nashua on March 22, 1917 for the taxes of
1914, 1915, and 1916; and
WHEREAS, said Samuel J. Dearborn, as Tax Collector, conveyed the
aforementioned lot to Alphonse Gendron by deed date July 14, 1937 and recorded
in the Hillsborough County Registry of Deeds, August 14, 1937; and
WHEREAS, title to the aforementioned lot was legally vested in the City
of Nashua;
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NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Aldermen of the City
of Nashua, that His Honor, Mayor Oswald S. Maynard, be and is hereby autho-
rized and empowered to convey, in order to correct a certain conveyance, to
Alphonse Gendron, of said Nashua, the following described real estate:
Lot number 18, Sheet 103, on Almcnt Street. Said Lot and Sheet numbers
being on the Assessor's Map of the City of Nashua.
Passed April 26, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
RESOLUTION
THAT THE MAYOR OF THE CITY OF NASHUA BE AND IS HEREBY AUTHOR-
IZED TO CONVEY BY QUITCLAIM DEED ALL THE RIGHT, TITLE AND
INTEREST OF THE CITY OF NASHUA
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
FOR AND IN CONSIDERATION of the sum of Seventy-five Dollars ($75.00)
paid by Arthur J. Dionne as recited in a certain deed from Samuel Dearborn,
Collector of Taxes for the City of Nashua, grantor, to Arthur J. Dionne, Grantee,
dated August 10, 1938, and recorded in the Hillsborough County Registry of
Deeds, Volume 977, Page 247, and for the purpose of clearing the title to the
property described in said deed.
That the Mayor of the City of Nashua be and is hereby authorized to
convey by Ouitclaim Deed all the right, title and interest of the City of Nashua
in and to the following described property, namely:
A certain tract or parcel of land shown as Lot No. 240 on Assessors
Sheet No. 103, Situated on Lund Street, in the City of Nashua, County
of Hillsborough and State of New Hampshire,
to Henry DeCourcy and Catherine DeCourcy, husband and wife, both of said
Nashua, as joint tenants with the right of survivorship.
Passed May 10, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President









In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
That the second regular meeting of the Board of Aldermen be
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omitted during the months of June, July, August and September
Passed May 24, 1S49
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING HIS HONOR, MAYOR OSWALD S. MAYNARD TO CONVEY
CERTAIN REAL ESTATE ON TEMPLE STREET
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
That His Honor, Mayor Oswald S. Maynard, be and is hereby authorized
and empowered to convey, for and in consideration of TWENTY-FIVE DOLLARS
(S25.00) to Joseph Levesque and Leona Levesque both of said Nashua, the
following described real estate:
A certain parcel ot land situated north of Temple Street:
Beginning at the northwest corner of land of Marie and Lucien B. Pinet;
thence westerly along land of Joseph and Leona Levesque a distance of forty-
five (45) feet; thence northerly along land of the City of Nashua forty (40) feet;
thence easterly along land of the City of Nashua, forty-five (45) feet; thence
southerly forty (40) feet to the place of beginning.
Passed June 14, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING HIS HONOR, MAYOR OSWALD S. MAYNARD TO CONVEY
CERTAIN REAL ESTATE ON LAKE AVENUE
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
That His Honor, Mayor Oswald S. Maynard, be and is hereby authorized
and empowered to convey, for and in consideration of FIFTY DOLLARS ($50.00)
to Roger Levesque, the following described real estate:
Beginning at a point in the southerly line of Lewis Street, said point being
forty (40) feet easterly from a stone bound at the southwesterly intersection of
Lewis Street and Lake Avenue; thence
(1) Easterly along the southerly line of Lewis Street a distance of about
one hundred five and four-tenths (105.4) feet to land now or formerly of Cleon
& E.E. Gardner; thence
(2) Southerly by land now or formerly of said Gardner a distance of four
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and five-tenths (4.5) feel to land of Arthur Constant; thence
(3) In a southwesterly direction by land of said Constant a distance of
about ninety-two (92) feet to a point v/hich is forty (40) feet easterly from the
westerly line of Lake Avenue; thence
(4) Northerly by a line which is parallel to and forty (40) feet from the
westerly line of Lake Avenue, a distance of about sixty-three (63) feet to the
point of beginning.
Meaning and intending hereby to covey the same property as recorded in
Hillsborough County Registry of Deeds, Volume 801 Page 544.
Passed June 14, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING HIS HONOR, MAYOR OSWALD S. MAYNARD TO CONVEY
CERTAIN REAL ESTATE ON BURKE STREET
CITY OF NASHUA
In Ihe Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
That His Honor, Mayor Oswald S. Maynard, be cmd is hereby authorized
and empowered to convey, for and in consideration of TWO HUNDRED DOLLARS
($200.00) to the Nashua Housing Authority the following described real estate:
Beginning at a point in the souttierly line of Burke Street, said point being
fifty (50) feet westerly along the southerly line of Burke Street from a stone
bound at the southeasterly intersection of Burke Sreet and Major Circle, so-
called.
(1) By a deflection angle to the left of ninety degrees and zero minutes
(90° 00') a distance of one hundred (100) feet to a point; thence
(2) By a deflection angle to the right of ninety degrees and zero minutes
(90° 00') a distance of forty (40 feet to a point; thence
(3) By a deflection angle to the right of ninety degrees and zero minutes
(90°00') a distance of one hundred (100) feet to a point in the southerly line of
Burke Street; thence
(4) By a deflection angle to the right of ninety degrees and zero minutes
(90° 00') a distance of forty (40) feet easterly along the southerly line of Burke
Street to the place of beginning.
Passed June 14, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
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RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING HIS HONOR, MAYOR OSWALD S. MAYNARD TO CONVEY
CERTAIN REAL ESTATE ON TEMPLE STREET
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
That His Honor, Mayor Oswald S. Maynard, be and is hereby authorized
and empowered to convey, for and in consideration of TEN DOLLORS ($10.00)
to Marie Pinet and Lucien B. Pinet, of said Nashua, the following described
real estate:
A certain parcel of land situated on the north of Temple Street: Beginning
at a stone bound at the northwest corner of land of Milton E. Brown and north-
east corner of land of Marie and Lucien B. Pinet; thence westerly fifty-eight
(58) feet by the northerly line of Marie and Lucien B. Pinet's land to land of
Joseph and Leona Levesque; thence northerly forty (40) feet to land of the
City of Nashua; thence, easterly fifty-eight (58) feet by the city of Nashua's
land; thence southerly forty (40) feet by the City of Nashua's land to
the place of beginning.
Passed June 14, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE PLANNING COMMITTEE TO EXPEND A SUM OF MONEY
NOT EXCEEDING TWO HUNDRED DOLLARS FOR A PRELIMINARY STUDY
OF AN INCINERATOR
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
That the Planning Committee of the Board of Aldermen be and
hereby is authorized and empowered to expend a sum of money not
to exceed Two Hundred Dollars ($200.00); said money to be used in
connection with preliminary surveys and estimates for a proposed in-
cinerator for the City of Nashua and for whatever other expenses of
any nature related thereto as are deemed necessary or desirable by
said Planning Committee.
Passed June 14, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
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RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR AND TREASURER TO ISSUE BONDS IN THE
AMOUNT OF ONE HUNDRED FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS ($150,000.00) TO
PAY THE COST OF ENLARGEMENT, REPLACEMENT, AND DEVELOPMENT
OF PRESENT SEWERAGE SYSTEM
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
That the Mayor and the City Treasurer are hereby authorized to issue
and sell under the direction of the Finance Committee, negotiable general
obligation coupon bonds of the City of Nashua, in the aggregate principal
HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS ($100,000.00) of the principal amount of
said bonds to be issued for the purpose of paying the cost of a system of
sewers called the Lake Street Project and FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS
($50,000.00) of the principal amount cf said bonds for the construction of sewers
on the following streets and plots of land:
East Dunstable Road Gardner Street
Booth Street Dane Street
Learned Street Concord Street
I
Philips S'reet Amory Street
I
Underbill Street Union Street
Victor Avenue Gordon Street
I Adam Street Doualas Street
The said bonds shall be payable to bearer, shall bear date of November 1,
1949, shall bear the City Seal, shall be signed by the Mayor and countersigned
by the City Treasurer, and there shall be one hundred fifty (150) bonds of
ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS ($1,000.00) each due and payable TEN THOUSAND
DOLLARS ($10,000.00) on the first day of November in each of the years 1950
to 1964 inclusive.
Said bonds shall bear interest at a rate to be fixed by the City Treasurer,
not to exceed 3 per cent per annum, and said interest shall be paid May 1,
]950 and semi-annually thereafter on the first day of November and May in
«ach year.
Said bonds shall be general obligations of the City of Nashua, payable
las to both principal and interest from advalcrem taxes which will be levied
/ without limitation as to rate or amount on all taxable property within the
' territorial limits of the City of Nashua.
Both principal and interest shall be payable at the office of the City
Treasurer, Nashua, New Hampshire or at the holder's option, at the First
National Bank of Boston, Boston, Mass.
The coupons shall bear the facsimile signature of the City Treasurer. None
of said bonds shall be obligatory without the authenticating certificate of the
said First National Bank of Boston endorsed thereon.
Passed June 30, 1949
HENRY I. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
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RESOLUTION
MAKING APPROPRIATIONS FOR NINETEEN HUNDRED AND FORTY-NINE
CITY OF NASHUA
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
That in accordance with the recommendations of His Honor the Mayor the
following amounts ore hereby appropriated for the several Departments and
for other needs of the City of Nashua for the year 1949 and amended as follows
on June 14, 1949: "Tor the purpose of Section 53 of said chaxter, each item of




City Treasurer & Tax Collector 4,500.00




High Cost of Living Bonus (4) 2,080.00
Ward and Election Expenses:
Payroll (Checklist inspectors — Ward Officials (94}
Janitors and Recount) 5,100.00
Supplies (Pencils — Tally Sheets, etc.) 2,000.00
Transportation (From one ward to another) 16.00
Rent (For two — one at at $40 and one at $100) .... 140.00
Meals (For 9 Wards) 125.00
Services and Lights (Lights and Chairsl 19.00
Miscellaneous (Stamps, Notices, and Repairs) 100.00
Assessors' Department:
Payroll 10,112.00
High Cost of Livmg Bonus 2,620.00
Taxi Service and General Review 200.00
Books, Printing, Stationery & Incidentals 3,068.00
City Hall Building:
Payroll (3 Janitors, 2 Matrons, 2 Vacation Help) .... 9,210.00





Light Service and Supplies (Bulbs etc.) 1,977.00
Repairs and Services 1,816.00
Miscellaneous 257.45
Incidentals (General Government):
Payroll (7 Clerks,, Aldermen and Poll Tax ond
Property Tax Writers) 14,384.00
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Band Concerts 1,200.00
Postage 900-00





Services and Labor 2,000.00
Miscellaneous 5,176.00
PROTECTION OF PERSONS AND PROPERTY
Police Department:
Payroll (Including Overtime for parades, elections,
strike duty. Inspectors on Special Cases, coverage
for injured Personnel, etc.) Base Pay 111,953.05
41 Officers
1 Janitor Less .5 Mechanic
1 Matron
3 Commissioners
46 .5 (see below)
High Cost of Living Bonus (42.5 Men) 21,540.00
•{Note 4 Officers and one-haU of Mechanic's pay
and HCL Bonus paid from Meter Fund not in-
cluded in above)
Exchange of Cars 2,000.00
Gasoline (Includes 900 Gals for Motorcycle) 3,350.00
Oil, Lubricants 200.00
Tires, Tubes 450.00
Automotive Repairs, Parts & Accessories 1,000.00
Garage Supplies, Tools, etc 300.00
Insurance on Cars & Equipment 900.00
Liability Insurance (Personnel) 500.00





Supplies — Operating and Station 450.00
Supplies — Office, Printing, Postage 500.00
Medical and Meal Expense (Prisoners) 350.00
Repairs Station 2,000.00
Bicycle & Junk Dealer's Plates, Printing 375.00
Manual Vi probable expense 500.00
Traffic Lights (total of bills already paid during 1949 173.55
Incidentals 500.00
Ambulance:
Payroll (Base Fay — including 1 Sergeant, 3 Men
as Drivers and Assisting on Ambulances — in-
cludes day off & vacation coverage'' 10,549.00
High Cost of Living Bonus (on above men) 1,985.00
Hospital & Medical Expense i.— 600.00
Gasoline & Oil 300.00
34,200.00
153,096.60
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Insurance 300.00
Tires, Tubes, Repairs, Maintenance 200.00
Radio Repairs 75.00




Clerk & Probation Officer 2,400.00
Fire Department:
Payroll 63 regular men basic salary 155,095.00
(2 call men Lieutenants) 270.00
(31 call Men) 3,875.00

















New Signal System : 2,500.00
Sealer of Weights and Measures:
Salary 1,703.00
High Cost of Living Bonus 520.00














Public Health Nurse 1,999.92
School 'Nurses 3,624.40
Meat & Dump Inspector 2,500.16
Garbage Collectors 4,200.56
Garbage Substitute 161.00
Milk Analyst & Dairy Inspector 2,026 08
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Bulldozer Operator & Dump Atten. to July 1, 1949
High Cost of Living Bonus (9)




Laboratory Supplies & Equipment
Office Supplies
Inspectors expenses
Nurses supplies & expenses
Gas, Oil and repairs
Immunization vaccines & sera
Prophylactic supp. (Various drugs & Medicaments)
Dental clinics & Supplies
Clinics (Immunization & Pre-school)
Roussel, accident in 1948 (Estynated expenses for
replacement & Medical care)
Garbage Plates
Nov. & Dec. 1948 bills paid Jan. 15, 1949 (Held up
by Bd. of Finance until Jan. 15—49
















Board of Public Works:
Payrolls HCL BONUS payroll








3 " 2,808.00 1,560.00 6,864.00
5 " 2,704.00 2,600.00 10,920.00















































Truck & Equipment Rental 2,000.00
Auto Equipment Part and Supplies 12,800.00
Gasoline — Oil and Lubricants 15,000.00
Tires and Tubes 4,000.00
Outcide Repairs — Machine Shopwork 2,400.00
Lights — Power — Telephone — Water 1,800.00
Heating — Coal 3,500.00
Auto Equipment Insurance 3,300.00
Maintenance Supplies and Services 2,000 00
Office and Printing Supplies 1,200.00
Asphalt and Tar 10,000.00
Asphalt Premis (Hot Top) 4,000.00
Bricks 2,500.00
Cement 1,500.00
Hardware and Tools —
•
5,500.00
Lumber and Paint 3,400.00
Metal Products : 2,400.00
Salt 10,120.00
Sewer Pipes 4,500.00
Sewer .Manhole and Catch Basins 2,000.00
Class V Roads 2,480.00







Fixed Cost 48,000.00 48,000.00
Zoning Board of Adjustment:
Usual Annual Award 500.00 500.00
Board of Examination of Plumbers:





















Administered by City Clerk (Billed against City







2 men $37.50 per week 3,900.00
8 men $36.00 per week 14,976.00
Rec. director 550.00
Pool Supervisor 450.00
10 Playground attendants, 9 weeks 2,250.00
Handicraft Instructor 243.00
Pool, matron & 4 guards, 10 weeks 1,500.00
Men for skating and extra work 1,291.00
High Cost of Living Bonus (13) 6,760.00
Truck & power mowei repairs 1,100.00
Pork & Playground equipment repairs 100.00
Building & heating plant repairs ' 200.00
Stadium Lights & bleacher repairs 1,000.00
Tennis court repairs 1,100.00
Gas (stadium) 500.00
Electricity 2,300.00
Automotive gas & oil 500.00
Water 700.00
Fertilizer & seed 350.00
Chlorine 600.00
Lumber 200.00





Supplies & expenses for ward leagues 1,800.00
Insurance 2,000.00
New playground apparatus 800.00
New cutting units for tractor 400.00
New diving boards 150.00
New small power roller 900.00
New scoop for tractor 200.00
New hose for skating rinks 750.00










Heating Service & Fuel
Tractor Service
Labor ,














Re-burial Fund for Returned Heroes:














Nurses and Hygienist 3
Janitors 35

























































School and office supplies 9,500.00
Physical education supplies 900.00
Tests and diplomas 1,000.00
Distributive education supplies 200.00
Area Vocational and Agriculture 2,230.00
Water 1,600.00





Plumbing and heating 10,070.00
Repairs and equipment 14,646.65












Crown Hill Janitor 78.00
Secretary 200.00
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PENSION FUND
Pensions:
B.P.W. Retirement 6,200 00
3% of B.P.W. Payroll B.^QOO^OO
School State retirement ^ 700.00
School Teacher retirement 26,100.00
Fire Department retirement 7,200.00
Police Department retirement 7,400.00
City Pensions 27,500.00 84,000.00
CEMETERIES
Woodlawn:
All expenses over and above revenue 6,000.00
Edgewood:
All expenses over and above revenue 6,000.00
Suburban:
Ail expenses over and above revenue 2,500.00






And of this amount I recommend that the sum of $1,915,176.02 be raised
by taxation, and the balance of $300,000.00 be paid from the other revenues of
the City.
Passed July 1, 1949
OSWALD S. MAYNARD
Mayor




Attest: IRENES D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE LANDS AND BUILDINGS COMMITTEE TO CONVEY CER-
TAIN REAL ESTATE ON ARLINGTON STREET TO THE PARK-RECREATION
COMMISSIION
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
That the Lands and Buildings Committee be and is hereby authorized and
empowered to convey for the good of the general welfare of the City of
Nashua, to the Perk-Recreation Commission, the following described real estate:
Beginning at a point in the southerly line of Bowers Street, said point
being two hundred fifty-eight (258) feet easterly from the intersection of
the east line of Arlington Street and the south line of Bowers Street and on
the Easterly line of a twenty foot right of way from Bowers street to Arlington
Street School House; thence
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(1) Southerly by the easterly line of said right of way a distance of one
hundred eighty-six (185) feet to a point which is thirty feet northerly from
Arlington Street School House; thence
(2) Easterly at right angles to the above course a distance of two hundred
twenty-five (225) feet to a point; thence
(3) Northerly at right angles to Ihe above course a distance of one
hundred eighty-six (185 feet to a point in the southerly line of Bowers Street;
thence
(4) Westerly by the southerly line of Bowers Street a distance of tw^o
hundred twenty-five (225) feet to the place of beginning.
Passed July 12, 1949
HENRY I. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING HIS HONOR, MAYOR OSWALD S. MAYNARD, TO CONVEY
CERTAIN REAL ESTATE ON EAST HOBART STREET
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
That his Honor, Mayor Oswald S. Maynard, be and is hereby authorized
and empowered to convey, for and in consideration of SEVENTY DOLLARS
($70.00) to Walery Sakowicz and Lorraine Sakowicz, to them as joint tenants
and not as tenants in common both of said Nashua, the following described
real estate:
Lots 33, 34, 35, 36, Sheet 129 on East Hobart Street.
Said Lot and Sheet numbers being on the Assessor's Maps of the City of
Nashua.
Passed July 12, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
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RESOLUTION
IN RELATION TO THE COLLECTION OF POLL TAXES
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
That the Collector of Taxes be and hereby is authorized to forward during
the month of July 1949, a notice to each and every poll tax payer of the City
of Nashua notifying each poll tax payer that the poll tax for 1949 must be paid
on or before August 1, 1949, and for all poll taxes not paid by said date to
charge costs amounting to twenty (20) cents for said notice, for said notice to
consist of the publication of this Resolution in the newspapers of this city in three
separate issues during the month of July, and RESOLVED further that the
Collector of Taxes be and hereby is authorized to prcx:eed to distrain for all
poll taxes not paid by the first day of August 1949.
Passed July 12, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
RESOLUTION
SUPPLEMENTARY APPROPRIATION TO BUDGET OF 1949
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
That the budget of 1949 be amended by including therein a
further appropriation of twenty-five Thousand Dollars for the use of the
Board of Public Works, said money to be expended for wages only.
This amount to be raised by taxes for the year of 1949.
Passed August 19, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
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RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE CITY TREASURER TO EXPEND MONEY TO PAINT
THE VETERANS' STORE
CITY OF NASHUA
In The Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
That the City Treasurer be and is hereby authorized and empowered to
pay to the Salvail Bros. Paint Store, the sum of ONE HUNDRED FORTY DOLLARS
($140.00) for work, labor, and materials applied to the so-called "Veterans'
Store" on Rancourt Street in Nashua, New Hampshire.
Passed September 13, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
RESOLUTION
THAT THE CITY TREASURER BE AUTHORIZED TO TRANSFER MONEY FROM
THE "BULLDOZER" ACCOUNT IN THE BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS BUDGET
CITY OF NASHUA
In The Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
That the City Treasurer, Alfred O. Poulin, be and is hereby authorized and
empowered to transfer TWO THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED EIGHTY-FIVE DOL-
LARS ($2,285.00) from the "Bulldozer" account, as was passed in the Budget
of the Board of Public Works for the year 1949, to the Board of Public Works
for the purchase of a dump truck.
Passed September 13, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
RESOLUTION
WHETHER THE PROVISIONS OF CHAPTER 171-A OF THE REVISED LAWS
RELATIVE TO PLAYING BEANO BE ADOPTED BY THE CITY OF NASHUA
CITY OF NASHUA
In The Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
That the following question shall be submitted on referendum to the voters
of the City of Nashua in the City Municipal Election:
"Shall the provisions of Chapter 171-A of the Revised Laws relative
to playing games of beano be adopted in this city?"
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Passed September 13, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING HIS HONOR, MAYOR OSWALD S. MAYNARD, TO EXECUTE
AND DELIVER A QUITCLAIM DEED OF LAND TO GEORGE T. AND GERTRUDE
A. SILVA, AS JOINT TENANTS
CITY OF NASHUA
In The Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
That His Honor, Mayor Oswald S. Maynard, be and he hereby is author-
ized to execute and deliver a quitclaim deed of the premises described below
to George T. and Gertrude A. Silva, as joint tenants, in order to correct a
defect in a deed from the City of Nashua, dated October, 1930, and recorded
in the Hillsborough County Registry of Deeds, Volume 902, Page 299:
A certain tract or parcel of land in said Nashua situated Northerly from
Bowers Street, bounded and described as follows:
Beginning at the Southeast corner of the premises, same being at the
Northeast corner of land of grantees; thence
(1) Westerly by said grantees' land Fifty-One and 40/100 (51.40) feet
to land now or formerly of Nellie Cummings; thence
(2) Northerly a distance of fifteen and 6/100 (15.06) feet to land now
or formerly of Proctor & Company; thence
(3) Easterly by land of said Proctor Brothers & Company a distance of
Fifty-One and 55/100 (51.55) feet to land now or formerly of Charles
P. Hall; thence
(4) Southerly by said Hall land a distance of fifteen and 36/100 (15.36)
feet to the place of beginning.
Containing about 772 square feet.
Passed September 13, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest- IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
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RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE CITY TREASURER TO PAY ACCUMULATED INTERESTS
ON A TRUST FUND CREATED FROM THE SALE OF THE SO-CALLED
CITY FARM
CITY OF NASHUA
In The Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
That the City Treasurer, Alfred O. Poulin, be and is hereby em-
powered to pay to the Park-Recreation Commission, the accumulated
interest of a trust fund created from the sale of the so-called "City
Farm".
Passed October 11, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
RESOLUTION
ELIMINATING CERTAIN STREETS AND AVENUES IN THE CITY OF NASHUA
CITY OF NASHUA
In The Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
The Public good requires that the following streets and avenues be
eliminated:
(1) Eliminate West Avenue and substitute therefor. Woodward Avenue.
Avenue.
(2) Eliminate Burnett Street and substitute therefor, Eastman Street.
(3) Eliminate Taylor Road and substitute therefor, Taylor Street.
(4) Eliminate Dube Avenue and substitute therefor. Ash Street.
(5) Himinate Acton Avenue and substitute therefor, Acton Street.
Passed October 11, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
RESOLUTION
CHANGING AND RELOCATING NUMBERS OF CERTAIN STREETS
CITY OF NASHUA
In The Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
That the City Engineer be empowered to change and relocate the numbers
on the dwellings located on the following streets:







Passed October 11, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
RESOLUTION
CHANGING THE NAME OF GARDNER STREET TO ROY STREET
CITY OF NASHUA
In The Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
That the Public good requires that Gardner Street be changed to Roy Street.
Passed October II, 1949
HENRY I. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
RESOLUTION
RENAMING CERTAIN STREETS IN THE CITY OF NASHUA
CITY OF NASHUA
In The Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
That the public good requires that the following changes be made to
certain streets and roads in the City of Nashua:
(1) That Main Street be extended to the south junction of the old and new
Daniel Webster Highway.
(2) That the nev;- highway leading from the north junction of the so-called.
New and Old Daniel Webster Highway to the Massachusetts state
line, be hereafter known as the Daniel Webster Highway.
(3) That Concord Street be extended northerly to the Pennichuck Bridge,
thus eliminating the so-called Concord Road.
(4) That Manchester Street be extended northerly to the Nashua-Merrimack
line, thus eliminating the Manchester Road.
(5) That Amherst Street be extended to the Nashua-Merrimack line thus
eliminating the so-called Milford and Amherst Roads.
(6) That Broad Street be extended to the Nashua-HoUis line thus elimincrt-
ing the North Holhs Road.
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(7) That West Hollis Street be extended westerly to the Nashua-Holhs
line, thus eliminating the so-called Runnells Bridge Road.
(8) That Pine Hill Avenue be extended westerly to the Nashua-Hollis
line, thus eliminating the Pine Hill Road.
Passed October 11, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENES D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE CITY TREASURER TO PAY $75.60 TO THE NASHUA
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
CITY OF NASHUA
In The Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
WHEREAS, the Nashua Chamber of Commerce has been maintaining an
information booth in the City of Nashua,
AND WHEREAS, the State Planning and Developing Commission appro-
priated $325.00 for its maintenance,
AND WHEREAS, the said Commission has reduced the appropriation by
$225.00.
NOW THEREFORE, be it resolved by the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua that the sum of $75.60 be paid to the Nashua Chamber of Commerce
to be used for salaries of the two attendants at the rate of $18.90 per week for
two weeks.
Passed October 11, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
RESOLUTION
TRANSFER MONEY FROM "BULLDOZER ACCOUNT" TO THE
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS
CITY OF NASHUA
In The Year of Our Loid One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
That the City Treasurer, Alfred O. Poulin, be authorized and empowered
to transfer to the Board of Public Works the sum of Six Hundred Ten Dollars
($610.00) from its "Bulldozer" account, said money to be used for the purchase
of a snow plow and an underframe for the newly acquired Ford F-6 Truck.
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Passed October 25, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
RESOLUTION
PERTAINING TO FLOOD DIKES LOCATED ALONG THE MERRIMACK RIVER
CITY OF NASHUA
In The Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
That the pump house, dikes, storage basin, and any other equipment
erected by the Federal Government by virtue of a contract between the City
of Nashua and the United States Government entitled, "Flood Control", be and
is hereby turned over to the Board of Public Works for its future maintenance.
The balance of the thirteen acres of land located on the north side of
said Bridge Street and adjacent to said dikes, is expressly excluded from the
Control and supervision of the Board of Public Works, but is to be retained by
the City of Nashua for future public use.
Passed October 25, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR, OSWALD S. MAYNARD TO SIGN THE REQUEST
AND APPROVAL WAIVER OF REMOVAL PROVISIONS FOR THE RANCOURT
STREET VETERANS HOUSING PROJECT
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
That the City of Nashua, in the County of Hillsborough, and State
of New Hampshire, which has jurisdiction over the area in which
project NH-V-27056 of Rancourt Street in Nashua is located; that
the waiver of the removal requirements of Section 313 of the "London
Act" (Public Law 849, 76th Congress as amended) with respect to
said project, is hereby specifically approved in accordance with
independent offices appropriation act of 1950, and that the Mayor,
Oswald S. Maynard, be and is hereby authorized and empowered to
affix his name and the official seal of the City of Nashua to the requests
for relinquishment and transfer of the government's interest in the
within property.
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Passed October 25, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING HIS HONOR, MAYOR OSWALD S. MAYNARD, TO CONVEY
CERTAIN REAL ESTATE ON BOYLSTON STREET
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
That His Honor, Mayor Oswald S. ^'Iaynard, be and is hereby authorized
and empowered to convey, for and in consideration of TWENTY-FIVE DOLLASR
($25.00) to Ralph H. Ford and Emma F. Ford, 1o them as joint tenants and to
the survivor of them, and not as tenants in common, both of said Nashua, the
following described real estate:
Lot 86, Sheet 55 on Boylston Street in said Nashua.
Said Lot and Sheet numbers being on the Assessor's Maps of the City of
Nashua.
Passed October 25, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING HIS HONOR, MAYOR OSV/ALD S. MAYNARD TO CONVEY
CERTAIN REAL ESTATE ON V/ASON AVENUE
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
That His Honor, Mayor Oswald S. Muynard, be and is hereby authorized
and empowered to convey, for and in consideration of FIFTY DOLLARS ($50.00),
to Marie Aldea Tanguay, guardian of Karen Foss, of Nashua, the following
described real estate:
Lot 36, Sheet 89 on Wascn Avenue in said Nashua. Said Lot and Sheet
numbers being on the Assessor's Maps of the City of Nashua.
Passed November 22, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
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RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION ADOPTING AND APPROVING THE EXECUTION OF A GRANT
AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE CITY OF NASHUA, NEW HAMPSHIRE AND THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, CIVIL AERONAUTICS ADMINISTRATION,
PROVIDING FOR FEDERAL AID IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF, AND THE OPERA-
TION AND MAINTENANCE OF BOIRE FIELD.
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
Section 1. That the City of Nashua, New Hampshire shall enter into a Grant
Agreement for the purpose of obtaining Federal-Aid in the development of
Boire Field and that Such agreement shall be as set forth herein below.
Section 2. That Oswald S. Maynard, Mayor of the City of Nashua, New
Hampshire, is hereby authorized and directed to execute said Grant Agree-
ment in sextuplet on behalf of the City of Nashua, New Hampshire, and Irenee
D. Ravenelle, the City Clerk, is hereby authorized and directed to impress the
official seal of the City of Nashua, New Hampshire and to attest to said execu-
tion.





PART I — Offer
Date of Offer — October 14, 1949
Boire Field Airport
Project No. 9-27-017-901
To: City of Nashua, New Hampshire
(Herein referred to as the "Sponsor")
FROM: The United States of America (Acting through the Administrator of
Civil Aeronautics, herein referred to as the "Administrator")
WHEREAS, The Sponsor has submitted to the Administrator a Project Applica-
tion dated July 15, 1949, for a grant of Federal funds for a project for develop-
ment of Boire Field (herein called the "Airport"), together with plans and
specifications for such project, v/hich Project Application, as approved by the
Administrator, is hereby incorporated herein and made a part hereof; and
WHEREAS, the Administrator has approved a project for development of the
Airport (herein called the "Project") consisting of the following described
airport development-
Land acquisition; clearing; construct and pave runway extension;
install segmented circle and wind cone; air runway marking.
All as more particularly described in the survey map and plans and speci-
fications incorporated in the said Project Application;
NOW THEREFORE, pursuant to and for the purpose of carrying out the provi-
sions of the Federal Airport Act (60 Stat. 170; Pub. Law 377, 79th Congress),
and in consideration of (a) the Sponsor's Adoption and ratification of the
representations and assurances contained in said Project Application, and its
acceptance of this Offer, as hereinafter provided, and (b) the benefits to accrue
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to the United States and the pubhc from the accomphshment of the Project and
the operation and maintenance of the Airport, as herein provided,
THE ADMINISTRATOR, FOR AND ON BEHALF OF THE UNITED STATES, HERE-
BY OFFERS AND AGREES to pay, as the United States' share of costs incurred
in accomplishing the project, 25 percentum of the allowable land acquisition
costs and 50 percentum of all other allowable project costs, subject to the
following terms and conditions:
1. The maximum abligation of the United States payable under this Offer
shall be $29,500.00
2. The Sponsor shall
(a) begin accomplishment of the Project within a reasonable time after
acceptance of this Offer, and
(b) carry out and complete the Project in accordance with the terms
of this Offer, and the Federal Airport Act and the Regulations promulgated
thereunder by the Administrator in effect on the date of this Offer, which Act
and Regulations are incorporated herein and made a part hereof, and
(c) carry out and complete the Project in accordance with the plans
and specifications and properly map incorporated herein as they may be
revised or modified with the approval of the Administrator or his duly author-
ized representatives.
3. The Sponsor shall operate and maintain the Airport as provided in the
Project Application incorporated herein.
4. The Administrator having determined that no space in airport build-
ings will be required by any civil agency of the United States for the purposes
set forth in paragraph 9 of Port III of the Project Application, the provisions
of the said paragraph shall be deemed to be of no force or effect.
5. Any misrepresentation or omission of a material fact by the Sponsor
concerning the Project or the Sponsor's Authority or ability to carry out the
obligations assumed by the Sponsor in accepting this offer shall terminate
the obligation of the United States, and it is understood and agreed by the
Sponsor in accepting this Offer that if a material fact has been misrepresented
or omitted by the Sponsor, the Administrator on behalf of the United States may
recover all grant payments made.
6. The Administrator reserves the right to amend or withdraw this Offer
at any time prior to its acceptance by the Sponsor.
7. This Offer shall expire and the United States shall not be obligated to
pay any of the allowable costs of the Project unless this Offer has been accepted
by the Sponsor within 60 days from the above date of Offer or such longer time
as may be prescribed by the Administrator in writing.
8. It is understood and agreed by the parties hereto that the Sponsor,
within a reasonable time but in any event prior to final payment under this
Grant Agreement, will submit evidence, satisfactory to the Administrator that
it has acquired (1) title to the land shown as Parcels 2 and 3 on Exhibit "A"
attached to the Project Application free and clear of all liens and encumbrances
which, in the opinion of the Administrator, would create an undue risk of
interference with the accomplishment of the project or the operation of the
airport, (2) such easements or other property rights in the lands shown as
Parcels 4, 5, and 6 on Exhibit "A" attached to the Project, Application, which
are considered necessary in the opinion of the Administrator.
9. It is understood and agreed by the parties hereto that the United
States will not make, nor be obligated to make, any payment under this Grant
Agreement, until an Agency Agreement entered into between the City of
Nashua, New Hampshire, and the New Hampshire Director of Aeronautics,
pursuant to the provisions of the revised Laws of New Hampshire, Chapter
306, Sections 15 and 15 (a), has been .submitted to and approved by the Admi-
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nistrator as not being consistent wiih the terms and conditions of this Grant
Agreement, and that such Agency Agreement will not be amended, modified,
or terminated without the prior approval in writing of the Administrator or his
duly designated representative.
The Sponsor's acceptance of this Offer and ratification and adoption of the
Project Application incorporated herein shall be evidenced by execution of
this instrument by the Sponsor, as hereinafter provided, and said Offer and
acceptance shall comprise a Grant Agreement, as provided by the Federal
Airport Act, constituting the obligations and rights of the United States and the
Sponsor with respect to the accomplishment of the Project and the operation and
maintenance of the Airport. Such Grant Agreement shall become effective upon
the Sponsor's acceptance of this Offer and shall remain in full force and effect
throughout the useful life of the facilities developed under the Project but in
any event not to exceed twenty years from the date of said acceptance.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
THE ADMINISTRATOR OF CIVIL AERONAUTICS
BY /s/ Ora W. Young
Regional Administrator, Region
PART II — Acceptance
The City of Nashua, New Hampshire does hereby ratify and adopt all statements,
representations, warranties, covenants, and agreements contained in the
Project Application and incorporated materials referred to in the foregoing Offer
and does hereby accept said Offer and by such acceptance agrees to all of
the terms and conditions thereof.
Executed this 3rd day of Nov. 1949
City of Nashua, New Hampshire
(Nome of Sponsosr)
By Oswald S. Maynard
Title Mayor
SEAL
Attest: Irenee D. Ravenelle
Title City Clerk
CERTIFICATE OF SPONSOR'S ATTORNEY
I, Leonard G. Velishka, acting as Attorney for City of Nashua, New Hampshire
(herein referred to as Sponsor) do hereby certify:
That I have examined the foregoing Grant Agreement and the proceedings
taken by said Sponsor relating thereto, and find that the Acceptance thereof
by said Sponsor has been duly authorized and that the execution on thereof is
in all respects due and proper and in accordance with the laws of the State
of New Hampshire, and further that, in my opinion, said Grant Agreement
constitutes a legal and binding obligation of the said Sponsor in accordance
with the terms thereof.
Dated at Nashua, N. H. this 4th day of November 1949
Leonard G. Velishka
Title City Solicitor
Passed November 3, 1949
HENRY I. OUELLETTE
President







IIQ CITY OF NASHUA. NEW HAMPSHIRE
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING HIS HONOR, MAYOR OSWALD S. MAYNARD TO CONVEY
CERTAIN REAL ESTATE ON HARRIS STREET AND HILTON AVENUE
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
That His Honor, Mayor Oswald S. Maynard, be and is hereby
authorized and empowered to convey, for and in consideration of
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS ($100.00) to ihe National Real Estate
Company, the following described real estate:
Lot 52, sheet 110 on Harris Street m said Nashua and Lot 176
Sheet 110 on Hilton Avenue in Said Nashua. Said Lot and Sheet
numbers being on the Assessor's Maps of the City of Nashua.
Passed December 13, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO RELEASE THE UNITED STATES GOVERN-
MENT FROM THE SO-CALLED RANCOURT PROPERTY
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nme Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
That Ihe Mayor be and is hereby authorized and empowered to affix his
signature to a release issued, by the Public Housing Administration in favor of
the City of Nashua releasing the federal government from any and all claims
of any nature arising from or under the contract number HA (NH-27056) mph 1,
between the City of Nashua and the Public Works Administration dated April
20, 1946 as amended May 15, 1946, September 24, 1946, June 26, 1947, and July
22, 1948, and that the City Clerk be empowered to attest the Mayor's signature
by affixing the city seal thereto.
Passed December 1?, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
CITY OF NASHUA. NEW HAMPSHIRE HI
RESOLJTION
TRANSFER BALANCE OF $25,000.00 PASSED BY RESOLUTION ON
AUGUST 19, 1949
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
That $10,056.96 representing the balance of the $25,000.00 appro-
priated by the Board of Aldermen on August 19, 1949 representing
additional wages to the employees of the Board of Public Works, be
earmarked and set aside so that the same may be used in the same
capacity for the year 1950.
Passed December 27, 1949
HENRY I. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
RESOLUTION
TO RESCIND RESOLUTION PASSED JULY 13, 1948 AUTHORIZING MAYOR
OSWALD S. MAYNARD TO CONVEY CERTAIN REAL ESTATE
ON EAST HOBART STREET
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
That the resolution authorizing Mayor Oswald S. Maynard to
convey by quit-claim deed to Arthur J. Lancaster, land and buildings
on East Hobart Street being Lot 99, Sheet 129, be and is hereby
rescinded.
Passed December 27, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
RESOLUTION
TO RESCIND RESOLUTION PASSED OCTOBER 26, 1948 AUTHORIZING MAYOR
OSV/ALD S. MAYNARD TO CONVEY CERTAIN REAL ESTATE ON MAIN STREET
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
That the resolution authorizing Mayor Oswald S. Maynard to
convey by quit-claim deed to Roger Soucy and Forrest H. Baxter, land
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on Main Street being Lots 24, 25, 26, on Sheet 2, be and is hereby
rescinded.
Passed December 27, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President











In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
AN ORDINANCE
AMENDING CHAPTER 31 OF THE CITY ORDINANCES ENTITLED
"USE OF VEHICLES IN STREETS"
BE IT ORDAINED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That Section 6 of the City Ordinances entitled "Requiring reports filed
with the Police Department after accidents involving damages in excess of
Twenty-five Dollars ($25.00) to property or personal injuries", passed by the
Board of Aldermen October 14, 1947, be and is hereby amended by striking
out of said section, the words "Tv/enty-five Dollars ($25.00)", and substituting
therefor, the words "Twenty Dollars ($20.00)", so that said section shall read as
follows:
Section 6—Penalties
Whoever fails to comply with the foregoing requirements, shall be
fined not more than Twenty Dollars ($20.00) or imprisoned not more
than six months, or both.
Passed January 25, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
AN ORDINANCE
AMEND SECTION 16A (DESIGNATION—ONE WAY STREETS) OF CHAPTER 31
OF THE CITY ORDINANCES AND REVISED TRAFFIC REGULATIONS AS
APPROVED APRIL 27, 1938 ENTITLED "USE OF VEHICLES IN STREETS"
BE IT ORDAINED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That Section 16A (Designation—One Way Streets) of Chapter 31 of the
City Ordinances and Revised Traffic Regulations as approved April 27, 1938
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entitled, "Use of Vehicles in Streets" be and is hereby amended by designating
Crown Street as a One Way Street on Sundays between 6:00 A.M. and 1:00 P.M.,
so that said section shall read as follows:
Crown Street -— That between the hours of 6:00 A.M. and 1:00 P.M. on
SUNDAYS, Crown Street between Allds and Arlington Streets shall be a one
way street. All vehicles operated along Crown Street between Allds and
Arlington shall enter Crown Street from Arlington Street and travel in a westerly
direction.
Passed February 8, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
AN ORDINANCE
AMENDING SECTION 14 ENTITLED "DISTANCE OF PARKED VEHICLE FROM
CURB" OF CHAPTER 31 OF THE CITY ORDINANCES AND REVISED TRAFFIC
REGULATIONS ENTITLED "USE OF VEHICLES IN STREETS"
BE IT ORDAINED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That Section 14 entitled, "Distance of Parked Vehicle from Curb" of
Chapter 31 of the City Ordinances and Revised Traffic Regulations as approved
April 27, 1938 entitled "Use of Vehicles in Streets' , be and is hereby amended
by adding after said section the following section:
14A — Standing or Parking Close to Curb. No person shall stand or park a
vehicle in a roadway other than parallel with the edge of the roadway headed
in the direction of lawful traffic movement and with any part of the vehicle
within (12 inches of the curb or edge of the roadway except as otherwise
provided.
Passed February 8, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-nine.
AN ORDINANCE
AMENDING SECTION lOA (NO PARKING OF CHAPTER 31 OF THE CITY
ORDINANCES AND REVISED TRAFFIC REGULATIONS AS APPROVED
APRIL 27, 1938 ENTITLED "USE OF VEHICLES IN STREETS-
BE IT ORDAINED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That Section lOA (No Parking) of Chapter 31 of the City Ordinances and
Revised Traffic Regulations as approved April 27, 1938, entitled, "Use of
Vehicles in Streets", be and is hereby amended by adding thereto the following:
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Tyler Street — North side from .he east side of Main Street to the west side
of Dearborn Street.
Passed February 8, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-nine.
AN ORDINANCE
AMENDING SECTION 4 OF AN ORDINANCE ENTITLED, "REQUIRING REPORTS
FILED WITH THE POLICE DEPARTMENT AFTER ACCIDENTS INVOLVING
DAMAGES IN EXCESS OF FIFTY DOLLARS ($50.00) TO PROPERTY OR PER-
SONAL INJURIES", PASSED ON OCTOBER 14, 1947.
BE IT ORDAINED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That Section 4 of an Ordinance entitled, "An Ordinance requiring reports
filed with the Police Department after accidents involving damages in excess
of Fifty dollars ($50.00) to property or personal injuries", passed on October
14, 1947, be and hereby is amended by striking out the whole of said section
4 and substituting in place thereof, the following new section:
Section 4. ACCIDENT REPORTS PUBLIC RECORDS
Such written reports shall be public records.
This Ordinance shall take effect upon its passage.
Passed April 12, 1949
HENRY I. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-nine.
AN ORDINANCE
AMENDING SECTION 16 (ONE WAY STREETS) OF CHAPTER 31 OF THE CITY
ORDINANCES AND REVISED TRAFFIC REGULATIONS AS APPROVED
APRIL 27, 1938 ENTITLED "USE OF VEHICLES IN STREETS"
BE IT ORDAINED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That Section 16, (One Way Streets) of Chapter 31 of the City Ordinances
and Revised Traffic Regulations as approved April 27, 1938 entitled "Use of
Vehicles in Streets", be and is hereby amended by striking out the following:
Garden Street — Is designated as a one way street — All vehicles operating
on Garden Street shall enter from West Pearl Street and travel in
a southerly direction.
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And substituting therefor the following:
Garden Street — Is designated as a one way street between its intersection
with West Pearl Street in a southerly direction to its intersection
with Cedar Street — All vehicles operating along Garden Street in
said area shall enter from West Pearl Street and travel in a
southerly direction.
Passed May 10, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-nine.
AN ORDINANCE
CREATING AUTHORITY FOR EXPENDITURES BEFORE PASSAGE OF THE
ANNUAL BUDGET
BE IT ORDAINED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
In the period after the expiration of any fiscal year and before the regular
appropriations for the next fiscal year have been made by the Board of Alder-
men, the city officials who are authorized to make expenditures may incur
liabilities in carrying on the work of the several departments intrusted to them,
and payments therefor shall be made from the Treasury in the usual manner from
any available funds therein, and charged against the next annual appropriations
of the departments concerned; provided, that the liabilities incurred during said
interval do not exceed in any month the sums spent for similar purposes during
any one month of the preceding year, except no expenditures whatsoever of
any capital nature shall be made without the written approval of the Board
of Aldermen and provided, further, that said officials may expend in any one
month for any new official or board lawfully created an amount not exceeding
one twelfth of the estimated cost for the current year. All interest and debt
falling due in said interval shall be paid.
Passed June 14, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest- IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-nine.
AN ORDINANCE
AMEND SECTION IDA (NO PARKING ON CERTAIN STREETS) OF CHAPTER 31
OF THE CITY ORDINANCES AND REVISED TRAFFIC REGULATIONS ENTITLED
"USE OF VEHICLES IN STREETS" LAKE STREET
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BE IT ORDAINED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That Section lOA (No parking on certain streets) fo Chapter 31 of the City
Ordinances nad Revised Traffic Regulations, as approved on April 27, 1938
entitled, "Use of Vehicles in Streets", be and is hereby amended by adding
thereto the following:
Lake Street — Lake Street, north side between Ash and Pine Streets.
Passed October II, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-nine.
AN ORDINANCE .
AMEND SECTION IDA (NO PARKING ON CERTAIN STREETS) OF CHAPTER 31
OF THE CITY ORDINANCES AND REVISED TRAFFIC REGULATIONS ENTITLED
"USE OF VEHICLES IN STREETS" LAKE STREET
BE IT ORDAINED, By the Board ot Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That Section lOA (No Parking on Certain Streets) of Chapter 31 of the City
Ordinances and Revised Traffic Regulations, as approved on April 27, 1938
entitled "Use of Vehicles in Streets", be and is hereby amended by adding
thereto the following:
Lake Street — Lake Street, north side from the east line of Ash Street for a
distance of forty feet (40) in an easterly direction.
Lake Street — Lake Street, south side from the west line of Ash Street for a
distance of forty feet (40) in a westerly direction.
Passed October II, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-nine.
AN ORDINANCE
AMEND SECTION 9 (ONE HOUR PARKING) OF THE CHAPTER 31 OF THE
CITY ORDINANCES AND REVISED TRAFFIC REGULATIONS ENTITLED "USE
OF VEHICLES IN STREETS" LAKE STREET
BE IT ORDAINED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That Section 9 (One Hour Parking) of Chapter 31 of the City Ordinances and
Revised Traffic Regulations, as approved April 27, 193S entitled "Use of Vehicles
in Streets", be and is hereby amended by striking out the following section:
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Lake Street — Lake Street north side between Vine and Pine Streets
and substituting therefor, the following:
Lake Street — Lake Street north side between Vine and Ash Streets
Passed October 11, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-nine.
AN ORDINANCE
TWO HOUR PARKING ON CERTAIN PARTS OF MAIN STREET
BE IT ORDAINED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That Section 9 (One Hour Parking) of Chapter 31 of the City Ordinances
and Revised Traffic Regulations as approved on April 27, 1938 entitled "Use
of Vehicles in Streets", be and is hereby amended by adding thereto the
following new section:
Section 9A — Two Hour parking Main Street
Main Street east side from south line of Salmon Brook Bridge for a distance of
two hundred and eighty (280) feet southerly.
Passed October 11, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-nine.
AN ORDINANCE
AMEND SECTION ICA (NO PARKING ON CERTAIN STREETS) OF CHAPTER
31 OF THE CITY ORDINANCES AND REVISED TRAFFIC REGULATIONS EN-
TITLED "USE OF VEHICLES IN STREETS" LAKE STREET
BE IT ORDAINED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That Section lOA (No Parking on Certain Streets) of Chapter 31 of the City
Ordinances and Revised Traffic Regulations as approved on April 27, 1938
entitled "Use of Vehicles in Streets", be and is hereby amended by striking
out the whole of said section and substituting therefor the following:
Lake Street — Lake Street north side betv/een Ash and Pine Streets.
Passed Ocober 11, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
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CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-nine.
AN ORDINANCE
AMEND SECTION 9 (ONE HOUR PARKING) OF CHAPTER 31 OF THE CITY
ORDINANCES AND REVISED TRAFFIC REGULATIONS ENTITLED "USE OF
VEHICLES IN STREETS" LAKE STREET
BE IT ORDAINED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City 6i Nashua:
That Section 9 (One Hour Parking) of Chapter 31 of the City Ordinances and
Revised Traffic Regulations as approved on April 27, 1938, entitled "Use of
Vehicles in Streets", be and is hereby amended by adding thereto, the following:
Lake Street — . Lake Street north side from a point forty (40) feet East of the
east line of Ash Street to a point ten (10) feet west of the west
line of Vine Street.
Lake Street — Lake Street, south side from a point ten (10) feet east of the east
line of Pine Street to a Point forty (40) feet west of the west
line of A.sh Street
Passed October 11, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-nine.
AN ORDINANCE
AMEND SECTION lOA (NO PARKING ON CERTAIN STREETS) CHAPTER 31
OF THE CITY ORDINANCES AND REVISED TRAFFIC REGULATIONS ENTITLED
"USE OF VEHICLES IN STREETS" WORCESTER STREET
BE IT ORDAINED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That Section lOA (No Parking on certain streets) of Chapter 31 of the City
Ordinances and Revised Traffic Regulations as approved on April 27, 1938
entitled "Use of Vehicles in Streets", be and is hereby amended by adding
thereto the following:
Worcester Street — On the north and south side from the east side of Spruce
Street to the West side of Scripture Street.
Passed October 11, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
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CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
AN ORDINANCE
REPEALING AND REVISING ALL PREVIOUS ORDINANCES OF THE CITY OF
NASHUA
1. Previous Ordinances Repealed: Exceptions.
All ordinances of the city of Nashua heretofore made and passed are
hereby repealed except ordinances creating sinking fund now in force.
2. Ordinances Heretofore Repealed Not Revived.
The repeal of the ordinances hereby repealed does not revive any of
the ordinances repealed by them. The ordinances hereby repealed
remain in force for the trial and punishment of all past violations of them
and for the recovery of fines and forfeitures already incurred and for the
preservation of all rights and remedies existing by them and so for as they
apply to any office, trust, proceeding, right, contract, or event already
effected by them.
3. This Ordinance Not Printed, Etc.
The Provisions of sections 4 and 5 of chapter III of these ordinances,
prescribing the manner in which said ordinances shall be published and
printed, shall not apply to this ordinance.
4. Takes Effect When.
All the provisions contained in this and the preceding chapters shall
take effect and go into operation from and after the first day of January,
1950.
Passed November 22, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
AN ORDINANCE
REPEALING CERTAIN ORDINANCES AND PARTS OF ORDINANCES OF THE
REVISED ORDINANCES OF THE CITY OF NASHUA 1927
BE IT ORDAINED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
1. That chapter 34 of the Revised Ordinances of the City of Nashua, 1927
being an ordinance entitled "City Officers, Hew and where Elected", be and
hereby is repealed.
2.. That Chapter 19 of the Revised Ordinances of the City of Nashua, 1927
being an ordinance entitled " Recreation Commission", be and hereby is
repealed.
3. That Chapter 15 of the Revised Ordinances of the City of Nashua, 1927
being an ordinance entitled "Street Sprinkling Precincts," be and is hereby
repealed.
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4. That chapter 11 of the Revised Ordinances of the City of Nashua, 1927
being an ordinance entitled "Street Railways", be and hereby repealed.
5. That, sections 2, 3, & 4 of chapter 4 of the revised Ordinance of the City
of Nashua, 1927, being an ordinance entitled "City Clerk and Oversear of the
Poor" be and hereby is repealed.
Passed November 22, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
AN ORDINANCE
AMENDING SECTION IDA (NO PARKING) OF CHAPTER 31 OF THE CITY
ORDINANCES AND REVISED TRAFFIC REGULATIONS AS APPROVED APRIL
27, 1938 ENTITLED "USE OF VEHICLES IN STREETS"
BE IT ORDAINED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That Section lOA (No Parking) of Chapter 31 of the City Ordinances and
Revised Traffic Regulations as approved April 27, 1938, entitled, "Use of
Vehicles in Streets", is hereby amended by adding thereto the following:
Granite Street — East side from Foster Square to Laton Street.
Arlington Street — On the West side from East Hollis Street to Harvard Street.
Passed December 13, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
AN ORDINANCE
AMEND SECTION lOA (NO PARKING ON CERTAIN STREETS) OF CHAPTER
31 OF THE CITY ORDINANCES AND REVISED TRAFFIC REGULATIONS
ENTITLED " USE OF VEHICLES IN STREETS" MULBERRY STREET
BE IT ORDAINED, By the Board of Alderm.en of the City of Nashua:
That Section lOA (No Parking on Certain Streets) of Chapter 31 of the City
Ordinances and Revised Traffic Regulations as approved April 27, 1938 entitled
"Use of Vehicles in Streets" be and is hereby amended by adding thereto the
following:
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Mulberry Street — South side from Main Street to Chestnut Street.
Passed December 27, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
AN ORDINANCE
AMEND SECTION lOA (NO PARKING ON CERTAIN STREETS) OF CHAPTER
31 OF THE CITY ORDINANCES AND REVISED TRAFFIC REGULATIONS
ENTITLED, "USE OF VEHICLES IN STREETS" MORGAN STREET
BE IT ORDAINED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That Section lOA (No Parking on Certain Streets) of Chapter 31 of the City
Ordinances and Revised Traffic Regulations as approved April 27, 1938 entitled
"Use of Vehicles in Streets", be and is hereby amended by adding thereto the
following:
Morgan Street — South Side from the east line of Tolles Street to the west line
of Chandler Street.
Passed December 27, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
AN ORDINANCE
AMEND SECTION lOA (NO PARKING ON CERTAIN STREETS OF CHAPTER
31 OF THE CITY ORDINANCES AND REVISED TRAFFIC REGULATIONS
ENTITLED, "USE OF VEHICLES IN STREETS" LAKE STREET
BE IT ORDAINED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That Section lOA (No Parking on Certain Streets) of Chapter 31 of the City
Ordinances and Revised Traffic Regulations as approved April 27, 1938 entitled
"Use of Vehicles in Streets", be and is hereby amended by adding thereto the
following:
Lake Strreet — South side from Chestnut Street to Ash Street.
Passed December 27, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President
Approved December 28, 1949
OSWALD S. MAYNARD
Mayor
A true copy „
Attest- IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
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CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
AN ORDINANCE
AMEND SECTION 16A (DESIGNATION—ONE WAY STREETS) OF CHAPTER
31 OF THE CITY ORDINANCES AND REVISED TRAFFIC REGULATIONS AS
APPROVED APRIL 27, 1938 ENTITLED "USE OF VEHICLES IN STREETS"
MULBERRY STREET
BE IT ORDAINED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That Section 16A (Designation—One Way Streets) of Chapter 31 of the
City Ordinances and Revised Traffic Regulations as approved April 27, 1938
entitled "Use of Vehicles in Streets" be and is hereby amended by designating
Mulberry Street as a one v/ay street so that said section shall read as follows:
Mulberry Street — All vehicles operating on Mulberry Street shall enter from
Chestnut Street to Main Street and shall travel in an easterly
direction.
Passed December 27, 1949
HENRY I. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENES D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
AN ORDINANCE
AMEND SECTION 16A (DESIGNATION—ONE WAY STREETS) OF CHAPTER 31
OF THE CITY ORDINANCES AND REVISED TRAFFIC REGULATIONS AS
APPROVED APRIL 27, 1938, ENTITLED "USE OF VEHICLES IN STREETS"
ELM STREET
BE IT ORDAINED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That Section 16A (Designation—One Way Streets) of Chapter 31 of the
City Ordinances and Revised Traffic Regulations as approved April 27, 1938
entitled "Use of Vehicles in Streets", be and is hereby amended by designat-
ing Elm Street as a one way Street so that said section shall read as follows:
Elm Street — All vehicles operating on Elm Street shall enter Kinsley Street to
West HoUis Street and Travel in a northerly direction.
Passed December 27, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest-. IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
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CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Nine
AN ORDINANCE
AMEND SECTION 16A (DESIGNATION—ONE V/AY STREETS) OF CHAPTER 31
OF THE CITY ORDINANCES AND REVISED TRAFFIC REGULATIONS AS
APPROVED APRIL 27, 1938 ENTITLED "USE OF VEHICLES IN STREETS"
MORGAN STREET
BE IT ORDAINED, By the Board of Alderrnen of the City of Nashua:
That Section 16A (Designation—One Way Streets) of Chapter 31 of the
City Ordinances and Revised Traffic Regulations entitled "Use of Vehicles in
Streets" as approved April 27, 1938 be and is hereby amended by designat-
ing Morgan Street as a one way street so that said section shall read as
follows:
Morgan Street — All Vehicles operating on Morgan Street shall enter Chandler
Street to Tolles Street and travel in a westerly direction.
Passed December 27, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-nine.
AN ORDINANCE
AMEND SECTION lOA (NO PARKING ON CERTAIN STREETS) CHAPTER 31
OF THE CITY ORDINANCES AND REVISED TRAFFIC REGULATIONS ENTITLED
"USE OF VEHICLES IN STREETS" FRANKLIN STREET
BE IT ORDAINED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That Section lOA (No Parking on Certain Streets) Chapter 31 of the City-
Ordinances and Revised Traffic Regulations entitled "Use of Vehicles in Streets",
be and is hereby amended by adding thereto the following:
Franklin Street — South side from the east intersection of Front and Franklin
Street to west intersection of Front and Franklin Street.
Passed December 27, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President
Approved December 28, 1949
OSWALD S. MAYNARD
Mayor
A true copy . „
Attest- IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
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CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-nine.
AN ORDINANCE
ADDING SECTION 19A LEFT TURNS PROHIBITED
BE IT ORDAINED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That section 19A, Left Turns Prohibited, be added as follows:
Railroad Square — Northerly section into Main Street, Southerly.
Passed December 27, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-nine.
AN ORDINANCE
AMEND SECTION 16 (ONE V/AY STREETS) OF CHAPTER 31 OF THE CITY
ORDINANCES AND REVISED TRAFFIC REGULATIONS AS APPROVED APRIL
27, 1938, ENTITLED "USE OF VEHICLES IN STREETS" RAILROAD SQUARE
BE IT ORDAINED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
That Section 16 (One Way Streets) of Chopter 31 of the City Ordinances
and Revised Traffic Regulations as approved April 27, 1938, entitled, "Use of
Vehicles in Streets", be and is hereby amended by striking out the following:
Railroad Square — Between the Municipal Parking Space and land premises
on the south side of said square and the Deschenes Oval,
so-called, shall be a one way Street. All vehicles operating
within this area shall travel in an easterly direction.
Passed December 27, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-nine.
AN ORDINANCE
AMENDING A CERTAIN ORDINANCE PASSED SEPTEMBER 12, 1939
AMENDED OCTOBER 27, 1943, ENTITLED
"REGULATING THE USE OF BICYCLES WITHIN THE LIMITS OF THE
CITY OF NASHUA"
BE IT ORDAINED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
It shall be unlawful for any person to operate or cause to be operated
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a bicycle on any way within the hmits of the City of Nashua unless the same
has been registered in accordance with the provisions of this ordinance and
the number plate issued in accordance with the provisions thereof is perma-
nently attached in a prominent place on the bicycle.
2. No bicycle shall be registered unless it shall have permanently cut,
impressed, or embossed on some portion thereof a factory serial or identifi-
cation number or mark.
Any person who shall knowingly have in his possession any bicycle
from which such number or mark shall have been removed, defaced, obliterated
or changed shall forthv/ith file with the Police Department a sworn statement
describing such bicycle showing the source of his title, and, if known, the
reason for such removal, defacement, obliteration, or change.
If satisfied, as to the facts, the Police Department may grant permission
to cut, impress, or emboss permanently onto the bicycle a special identification
number or mark which shall thereafter be deemed sufficient for the purpose of
registration of such bicycle.
3. No bicycle shall be registered unless it is equipped with a signaling
device and an adequate braking device.
4. The police Commission shall, in accordance with the rules and regu-
lations which it shall prescribe, authorize properly qualified bicycle dealers
to receive registration applications and fees, to issue registration cards and
number plates and to perform any other duties required by the provisions of
this ordinance.
5. The bicycle dealers so authorized are hereby designated as the persons
to whom all applications for registration shall be made. Such applications
shall be made upon forms prepared under authority of the Police Commission.
The application shall contain, in addition to such other particulars as may be
required by the Police Commission, a statement of the name and address of
the applicant, a brief description of the bicycle and the serial or identification
number or mark affixed by the maker or affixed in accordance with the provi-
sions of paragraph 2 hereinabove. The proper fee shall be deposited before
the registration is granted.
6. The duly authorized dealers shall register in a book or upon suitable
index cards to be kept for the purpose, which will be furnished them by the
City Clerk, the bicycle described in the application, giving to such bicycle a
distinguishing number which shall be its registration number.
a. Said dealers shall thereupon issue to the applicant a certificate of
registration. The certificate shall contain the name and address of the applicant
and his registration number, and shall be in such form and contain such further
information as the Police Commission shall determine.
b. Said dealers shall also issue one number plate which shall have displayed
upon it the said registration number, the word "Nashua", and the figures
showing the year of issue, and shall be in such form as the Police Commission
shall determine.
c. The registration certificates and number plates shall be furnished by the
City Clerk.
7. At the end of each week, each duly authorized dealer shall retain five
cents ($.05) per registration for his own use and shall transmit the balance to
the Police Department which shall transmit the same to the City Treasurer
At the same time he shall transmit copies of all registrations for which the
said fees were received to the Police Department where the list of registrations
shall be permanently recorded.
8. For every additional number plate furnished to replace one which has
been lost or mutilated, or which is illegible, each duly authorized dealer shall
collect the proper fee, assign the • applicant a new registration number, make
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the proper record, and in the same fashion as with the initial registration, retain
live cents ($.05) for his own use, transmit the balance of the fee to the City
Treasurer and a copy of the registration to the Police Department.
9. The Police Commissioners, the Chief of Police, the Aldermen of the
Ci*y and any police officer authorized by any of said officials may at any
reasonable time enter upon any premises used by any duly authorized dealer
for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this ordinance and examine
all books, cards, papers, number plates, and other things relating to the
registration of bicycles.
10. The registration fee for each registration period shall be fixed by the
Police Commission at the beginning of the same and in no event is the regi-
stration fee to exceed fifty cents ($.50) for any one period.
11. All registrations now in effect and to become effective between now
and March 1, 1950 shall expire on the first day of March, 1950. All registrations
granted thereafter shall expire annually on the first day of March.
12. It shall be unlawful for any person to remove, deface, change, or cause
to be removed, obliterated, defaced, or changed any factory serial or other
identification number or mark on or from any bicycle.
13. It shall be unlawful for any person to operate a bicycle on any way
within the limits of the City of Nashua during the period from one-half hour
after sunset to one-half hour before sunrise unless said operator shall display
on his bicycle a lighted lamp on the front of said bicycle and a tail light,
so-called, or a reflector on the rear.
14. The Police Commission may revoke or suspend any registration for just
cause. An appeal to the Municipal Court may be had by any person whose
registration has been revoked or suspended. It shall be unlawful for any
person to operate a bicycle while the registration thereof is revoked or suspended.
15. Any person violating any provision of this ordinance shall be fined
not more than FIVE DOLLARS ($5.00) for each offense.
16. If any provisions of this ordinance or the application thereof to any per-
son or circumstances is held invalid, such tnvalidity shall not affect other
provisions or applications of the ordinance which can be given effect v/ithout
the invalid provision or application, and to this end the provisions of this
ordinance are declared to be severable.
1 7. It shall be unlawful for more than one person to ride on a bicycle vinless
it be a tandem bicycle equipped with two sets of handle bars, two sprockets,
and two seats.
18. This ordinance shall take effect upon its passage.
Passed December 27, 1949
HENRY J. OUELLETTE
President




Attest: IRENEE D. RAVENELLE
City Clerk
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POLICE COMMISSION
Appointed By Governor and Council
Eugene F. McQuesten, Chairman Term Expires Sept. 1, 1951
Walter L. Barker Term Expires Sept. 1, 1952
Raoul T. April, Clerk Term Expires Sept. 1, 1953
Clerk receives $150. per annum








Salary, $5200 per annum
Salary, $4000. per annum
Salary, $3750. per annum
Salary, $3750. per annum
Salary, $3484. per annum
Salary, $3536. per annum
SERGEANTS
Joseph .A. Dupont
Charles D. Hurley (Traffic)

















Salary, $3328. per annum
INSPECTORS










Salary, $3016. per annum
SPECIAL OFFICERS
Salary, $2,856. per annum


























Salary $1,040. per annum
Salary, $2448. per annum
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE






TO THE HONORABLE MAYOR AND BOARD OF ALDERMEN:
Gentlemen.-
The Board of Fire Commissioners herewith submits its Annual Report for
the Year 1949.
The board met on January 2nd 1949 and organized by electing V. Cote,
Chairman; E. A. Whitney, Clerk; R. F. Girouard, Purchasing Agent.
OPERATING PERSONNEL
The operating Personnel on the two Platoon System of the Fire Department
was as follows:
Chief, Senior Deputy, Junior Deputy, 2nd Junior Deputy, 7 Captains, 5 Lieutenar,ts
45 Privates, Supt. of Fire Alarm, Master Mechanic, 26 Call Men.
FIRE APPARATUS
The useful Fire Apparatus operating out of the Central, Amherst Street,
Lake Street and Arlington Street Stations were as follows:
Chief's car, Dodge 1946; Deputy's Car, 1948 Plymouth; Fire Alarm Truck,
1948 Dodge; Engine No. 1, 1922 Ahrens-Fox; Hose No. 1, 1949 Mack; Ladder
No. 1, 1925 Ahrens-Fox; Engine No. 2, 1925 Ahrens-Fox; Hose No. 2, 1942 Dodge;
Ladder No. 2, 1925 Ahrens-Fox; Engine No. 3, 1925 Ahrens-Fox; Hose No. 3,
1925 Ahrens-Fox; Engine No. 4, 1947 Mack; Hose No. 4, 1947 Mack; Engine
No. 5, 1942 Chevrolet; Engine No. 6, 1937 Chevrolet; Aerial Ladder No. 1,
1946 85' American-Lafrance.
FIRE ALARM SYSTEM
All the Fire Alarm Boxes in the City were tested every month during the
Year. Due to the Telephone Company changing their lines from the North
Side to the South Side of West Hollis Street, it was necessary for new construct-
ion from Palm Street through to Edwards Street which took most of a mile of
wire. Cable was pulled in and cut over from Cottage and Temple Streets
through to Commercial Street also a new lateral from manhole to top of pole
which required 150 feet of 3" duct. 600 feet of new underground and aerial
cable construction was used on Concord Street for Private Box No. 241 for
Mount St. Mary's Seminary. New aerial construction from King and Newbury
Streets was run to Major Circle for new box No. 412 for the Housing Project.
We also had the usual change overs and tree trimming due to new pole
erection in various parts of the City.
A complete radio unit was installed on Hose No. 3 at the Arlington Street
Station also additional speakers were installed at Central and Arlington Street
Stations. The main Station Antenna was changed from an inside aerial to
a twelve foot mast on top of the tower which improved the receiving and sending
nearly 50%.
A survey was made by the National Board of Underwriters and their
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recommendations are on file.
All fire alarm boxes are in very good condition. The cable is in very
poor condition and we can expect serious trouble anytime.
TRAINING PROGRAM
The Permanent Members have been drilled on the average of four hours
per week manually when the personnel and weather conditions allowed.
The use of past fires have been used as topics for further training. The use of
ropes, tying knots, raising and climbing of ladders, handling of wet and dry
hose and the art of forceful entrance has been the base of many lessons and
drilling periods. Location of tools, the proper use of same, the drilling and
training on the use of 3 types of gas masks has been a big fact towards hold-
ing a fire in its incipient stage. The different fire trucks and the four Stations
hove been used as a drilling location and though the Stations serve the
purpose in a way, a greater range of training could be acquired with a drill
tower. Call Men are drilled four nights a month on outside drills and two
nights a month during the winter.
FIRE PREVENTION BUREAU
For the year 1948 the Fire Prevention Bureau made a total of 4,750 dwelling
and mercantile inspections compared with a total of 4,724 for 1949. Approxi-
mately 380 fire hazards were found of which the geater part were corrected.
In conjunction with Fire Inspectors Kellogg and Cloutier of hte State Fire Mar-
shal's Office and Mr. Flanders of the State Labor Board, the following establish-
ments were inspected: Parochial and Public Schools, Convalescent Homes, Hos-
pitals, Theatres, Municipal Buildings and Manufacturing Plants. We believe that
inspecting has been of benefit to our Department and the Taxpayers from the
fact that the number of Fire Calls has decreased steadily since the Fire Pre-
vention^ was organized. Comparable figures on fire losses for the year 1948
and 1949 are listed below.
1949 1948
Nunmber of Fires 572 Number of Fires 572
Total Fire Loss $115,147.86 Total Fire Loss $125,172.18
Loss per Capita $3.39 Loss per Capita $3.57
Manufacturing plant officials, merchants, owners and occupants of dwell-
ings were very co-operative in eliminating existing hazards and dangerous
conditions. Our aim is to keep the fire loss at a minimum and if possible strive
to achieve a further decline in our fire loss in the current year.
Respectively submitted,
V. COTE
E. A .WHITNEY FIRE COMMISSIONERS
R. F. GIROUARD
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Loss 52,419.00
Loss Paid 50,559.50
Total Loss tor Year $115,147.86
Loss No Insurance 3,409.50





Out of City 2




All Firemen to duty 2
Aeroplane Crashes 1
Total Calls for 1949 572
1950 NASHUA FIRE DEPARTMENT ROSTER
FIRE COMMISSION
One Commissioner elected qt each Municipal Election for a term of six years.
Victor Cote, Chairman
Robert F. Girouard, Purchasing Agent
Everett A. Whitney, Clerk
Salary of Clerk $125.00 Per Annum.
Term Expires December 31, 1951
Term Expires December 31, 1953
Term Expires December 31, 1955





Supt. of Fire Alarm
Master Mechanic
Captain & Office Supvr.
CENTRAL STATION















Engine Company No. 4
Permanent Officers: Captain Peter E. Betters, Lieut. Ralph C. Arnold
Permanent Men: H. A. Walton, J. H. Vamey, B. S. Noel, B. Hargraves, P. P.
Laflotte L. Grigas.
Call Men: J. W. Degnan, Jr., A. D. Russell, L. E. Raymond, A. E. Trottier, A.
Pelletier, R. A. Girouard.
Hose Company No. 4
Permanent Captain: B. C. Barr.
Permanent Men: E. G. Giles, P. A. Boggis, E. E. Tafe, O. R. LaRoche, H. M.
Nye, W. G. Nutting, E. A. DuVarney.
Aerial Ladder Company No. 1
Permanent Officers: Captain W. J. Ricard, Lieutenant C. L. York.
Permanent Men: J. A. Fournier, M. J. A:<ton, R. H. Ross, R. V. Kelloway, R. V.
Cutter.
Call Men: R. R. Morrisette, R. D. Chasse, G. A. Rivard, V .C. DuVarney, Jr.,
R. R. Laflotte, P. G. Ouellette.
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AMHERST STREET STATION
Engine Company No. 1
Permanent Officers: Captain R. H. Duplissie, Lieutenant M. E. Stevens.
Permanent Men: P. V. Jauron, L. E. Carle, A. W. Chasse, A. Wint'erbottom,
A. L. Tanguay, R. H. Dube, C. H. Tafe, Jr., D. P. Lete'llier, R. T. Lowell!
G. F. Stevens, Jr.
Call Men: Captain W. D. George, L. E. Neveu, R. A. Laquerre, F. Ouelette,,
D. R. Richards, E. R. Levesque, Jr.
LAICE STREET STATION
Engine Company No. 2
Permanent Officers: Captain L. R. Pike, Lieutenant J. W. MoUoy.
Permanent Men: H. L. Duprey, F. T. Holland, F. S. Onoroski, R. E. Ivon, R. L
Garant, R. A. Jambord, A. N. Paul, O. J. Mason, D. G. McCoy, R. A. Nadeau.
Call Men: Lieut. H. V. Flanders, A. J. Paquette, E. A. Paradis, E. J. Verville,
M. S. Bibeau, A. E. Plamondon, A. E. Haven.
ARLINGTON STREET STATION
Engine Company No. 3
Permanent Officers: Captain R. M. Downey, Lieutenant L. Soucy.
Permanent Men: J. R. Phippard, E. L. Richard, H. J. Raymond, E. Dolbec,
J. Garant, E. E. Douville.







Privates 1st Class 2,912.00
Privates 2nd Class 2,860.00
Privates 3rd Class 2,728.00
Privates 4th Class 2,652.00






















Credits To City Hall 600.12
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS
ORGANIZATION FOR 1949









Term Expires December 31, 1953
Term Expires December 31, 1953
Term Expires December 31, 1951










Clerk of the Board
The following streets were accepted by the City during 1949:
Adams Street — from Douglas Street to Hancock Street
Booth Street — from Caldwell Road easterly 200'
Burnhom Street — from Stark Street to 200' South Courtlond Street
Lund Street — from Brewster Street to Nowell Street
Major Drive —• from Burke Street to Burke Street
Spalding Street — from Ingalls to Major Drive
Stark Street — from Raymond to Burnham Avenue
Stevens Street — from South Chestnut Street to Irene Street
Victor Avenue — from Roy Street To Delude Street
STREET CONSTRUCTION
Streets rebuilt — graveled and tarred following construction of sewer:
East Dunstable Road — from Hatch to Lund Road
Learned Street — from Harris to Dane Street
Philips Street — from East Dunstable Road to Victor Avenue
Victor Avenue — from Roy to Delude Street
Victor Avenue — from Philips Street northerly
Roy Street — from East Dunstable Road to Victor Avenue
Dane Street — from Learned Street to Robinson Road
Circle Avenue — from Nutt Street to end of Street
Underhill Street — from Newbury Street 600' easterly
Old Amherst Road — from Pine Hill Avenue to Milford Road
Streets graveled and tarred:
Booth Street — from Caldv^ell Road easterly 200'
Wood Street — from Courtland to Stark Street
Weld Street — from Main Street to Florida Avenue
Florida Avenue —• from Clement to Kidder Street
Stark Street — from Raymond Street to Burnham Street
Spalding Street — from Ingalls Street to Major Drive
Ingalls Street — from Burke Street to end of street
Major Drive •—• A loop from Burke to Burke Street
Streets graveled:
Nutting Street — from Ashland Avenue to Charlotte Ave.
Nagle Street — Rebuilding street after sewer construction
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Main Street — opposite Professional Building
Otterson Street — from Harbor Avenue — westerly-
Orange — from Lock and Lowell Streets
Rounding Corners:
Arlington Street corner Underbill Street
Arlirigton Street corner McKean Street
Main Street corner Kinsley Street
Bridges:
Boston & Maine R. R. (Foot Bridge) from Temple Street to Canal Street
Replaced planking and painting. Chain link fence at both approaches to
bridge also painted. Cost on 50-50 basis between the City and Railroad.
Culverts:
Robinson Road — Rebuilt
Sidewalks:
437.20 sq. yds. were constructed in connection with installation of traffic
lights and widening of Kinsley Street about two feet at corner of Main Street.
Tarring:
72, 412 gallons of asphalt and tar were used on City Streets.
Patching:
321 tons of Premix asphalt used
97 tons of Cold Patch used
Edgestones:
New stones set and other reset for abutters desiring to build new sidewalks
Parking Lots Tarred:
Washington and Water Streets
High and School Streets
Spring & East Pearl Streets
CLEANING STREETS
Equipment used: 1948 Elgin Power Sweeper
1931 Elgin Power Sweeper
1945 Gutter Sniper Power Sweeper
Business District — Cleaned Daily
Main Thoroughfares — Cleaned Weekly
Spring Cleaning — All hard surfaced streets cleaned — 75% by machine
and 25% hand labor
RUBBISH COLLECTION
Equipment used: 1938 — Autocar Chassis—Gar Wood Load Packer
1939 — Studebaker Chassis—Gar Wood Load Packer
1939 — Mack Chassis—Gar Wood Load Packer
1946 — Mack Chassis—Gar Wood Load Packer
Open Dump Trucks used to supplement above equipment
Collections — Weekly in City
Semi Monthly and Monthly in Outskirts
Rubbish must be placed at curb in containers for collections
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Spring Cleaning — Two weeks period in April
Regulations ore relaxed
Refuse may be placed loose in gutter if you do not have enough containers or
for large articles
DUMPS
South End — Off Lund Road and Old Acton Brarich R. R. Bed
North End — Off Milford Road — vicinity of Airport
North End —'Dump closed April 1st, 1949 by court order
Dumps were under supervision of Health Departmeni until July 1st, 1950
Starting July 1st, 1950 we took over dump off Lund Road
Equipment Used: 1945 International Bull Dozer
1949 Caterpillar Bull Dozer
Power Shovel
Dump Trucks
Fill to cover dump was transported from City Pit on Main Street
WINTER MAINTENANCE





Equipment used for Snow Removal:
1 Sno Go — • Snow Loader
1 Barber Greene — Snow Loader
9 Heavy Dump Trucks
5 Light Dump Trucks
Privately owned dump trucks rented as needed
Snow removed from Business District and as many streets as possible after
each storm
Disposal of snow at Temple Street and Canal Street City owned snow dump
SNOW STORMS
Seven major storms of from three to seven inches
46% inches of snow fell
1949 SEWER CONSTRUCTION
Street Size Length M.H. C.B.
Acton
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Our work confined to street right of way.
Cost of said work assessed against property owner.
TRAFFIC SIGNS
38 — Stop Signs
40 — No Parking
19 — One Way
12 — Playground
4 — No Dumping
77 —• Speed
8 — No parking here to comer
8 — Slow
4 — Two lane traffic
2 — Slow slippery when wet
115 — Street name signs




• Caterpillar Tractor Angle Dozer
1 — Plymouth Passenger Sedan








Street Maintenance & Tarring 52,325.35
Bridge & Culvert Maintenance 905.33
Rounding Corners 651 06
Gutters 1,300.23
Care of Trees 5,406.61
Edgestones 2,543.01
Sidewalks 1,356.08
Sewer and Drainage Maintenance 6,539.56
Pumping Station at Dikes 197.09
House Sewer Connection (Recoverable) 10,302.81
Cleaning Streets (Summer) 19,797.57
Cleaning Streets (Winter) 39,804.95
Rubbish Collections & Dumps 61,626.70
Signs & Parking Lots 6,951.87
Miscellaneous 1,274.16







Balance on Hand 49.23
Balance of Special Appropriation Transferred to 1950 $ 10,056.96
Balance of Sewer Bond Issue $ 33,000.00
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REPORT OF ZONING BOARD




Submitted herewith is the annual report of the Administrative Officer of
the Zoning Ordinance for the fiscal year 1949.
RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION
New Construction Permits Actual
Issued Construction
Single Family Residence 141 121
Two Family Residence 2 2
One Car Garage 77 53
Two Car Garage 23 18
Three Car Garage 1 1
Sheds, Poultry House, etc 25 22
Fences, Walls, etc 88 73
Camps 2 2
Ouonset Huts 3 3
Cabin 1 7
Total New Construction 363 302
Alterations & Additions
Alter One Family Residence into Two 12 10
Alter One Family Residence into Three 1
Alter One Family Residence into Ten 1 1
Alter Two Family Residence into Three 10 10
Alter Two Family Residence into Four 2 I
Alter Three Family Residence into Four 1 1
Alter Four Apartments into Five 1 2
Alter Four Apartments into Six 1
Alter Five Apartments into Six 1 1
Alter One Car Garage into Two 3 1
Addition to Residence 65 72
Addition to Garage 12 17
Open Porces 47 39
Closed Porches 17 18
Move Two Cor Private Garage 1 ^
Move Garages 2 o
Total Alterations & Additions 177 177







































Garage & Maintenance Building
Garage for Storage of Vehicles
Commercial Poultry Houses ...
1,000 Gal. Fuel Oil Tank
5,000 Gal. Fuel Oil Tanks
10,000 Gal. Fuel Oil Tank
15,000 Gal. Fuel Oil Tank
1,000 Gal. Gasoline Tanks
2,500 Gal. Gasoline Tank
3,000 Gal. Gasoline Tank
4,000 Gal. Gasoline Tank
500 Gal. Phil Gas Tanks
1
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To His Honor the Mayor and Board of Aldermen
City of Nashua, New Hampshire
Gentlemen:
The following is the Annual Report of the Zoning Board of Adjustment for
the year ending December 31, 1949.
The membership of the Board consisted of the following: Henry A. Lagasse,
Chairman; A. J. Goodman, Clerk; Howard Flanders, Arthur Renaud, Donat Roy!
Public Hearings and Meetings as required were held at frequent intervals
during the year for the convenience of non-conforming petitioners for the
purpose of making decisions upon their requests and also for the conduct of
affairs of the Board.
Number of Meetings held 10
Number of viewings taken 10
Number of cases for disposal 72
DISPOSAL OF CASES:




Variation of the Front Yard Requirements 12
Variation of the Side Yard Requirements 9
Variation of the Rear Yard Requirements 7
Variation of the Front and Side Yard Requirements 5
Variation of the Side and Rear Yard Requirements 5
Variation of the Lot Area Requirements 5
Variation of the Use Regulations 19
Variation of the Front, Side & Rear Requirements 1
Extension of a Non-Conforming Use 9
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
Appropriation $500.00
Receipts credited to Revenue 138.00
EXPENDITURES
Printing, Postage and Miscellaneous Expenses $287.01
Unexpended Balance '. 212.99
Respectfully submitted,
Henry A. Lagasse, Chairman
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REPORT OF BOARD OF EXAMINATION OF PLUMBERS
To His Honor the Mayor and Board of Aldermen
City of Nashua, New Hampshire
Gentlemen:
The Board for the Examination of Plumbers respectfully submits its annual
Report for the fiscal year ending December 31, 1949.
The membership of the Board consisted of the following: John P. Nash,
Master Plumber; Eugene L. Carrier, Journeyman Plumber; A. E. Maynord,
City Engineer as Secretary; Austin Hogan, Plumbing Inspector.
Regular meetings were held the first Monday of each month. .Eleven
examinations to pass upon the fitness of the applicants for plumbing license
were held. Six candidates were successful in passing examinations for plumb-
ing license.
There were thirty-four Master Plumber Licenses and fifty-seven Journeyman
Plumber Licenses issued during the year.
The total number of inspections for the year was 631 in 401 buildings.









Eugene L. Carrier, Chairman
John P. Nash
A. E. Maynard, Secretary
REPORT OF CITY SOLICITOR
To His Honor the Mayor and Board of Aldermen,
City of Nashua, New Hampshire:
Gentlemen:
During the year of 1949, I performed to the best of my ability all the duties
requisite to my office as City Solicitor. I was called on for advice by various
members of the City Government and heads of departments. 1 was called
upon for v^rritten opinions, drafting resolutions, ordinances, contracts, deeds
covering tax-acquired property and other legal instruments.
Criminal cases were prosecuted by me in the Municipal Court i also
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REPORT OF SEALER OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
To the Honorable Mayor and Board of Aldermen:
City of Nashua, New Hampshire:
Gentlemen:
I hereby submit to you, gentlemen, a summary of my inspections as your
Sealer of Weights and Measures for the year 1949.
Again this year, I would like to mention that I have had very fine coop-
eration from the Commissioner of the Department of Weights and Measures,









































Condemned for Repair ^ .-.
Total
^"^
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OIL BOTTLES








































Sealer of Weights and Measures
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REPORT OF PARK-RECREATION COMMISSION
SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT
To the Park-Recreation Commission.
Gentlemen:
Regular routine Maintenance of our parks, playgrounds and equipment,
was followed as usual in 1949.
Due to unfavorable weather conditions, our skating rinks were much below
their usual excellence. Not only was this true in January and February, but
same conditions prevailed again in December. An attempt was made to operate
an additional rink on the Old Dunstable Road, on land of Victor Delude, but
because of uneven ground and the distance to the water supply, results were
not satisfactory. However, the ground has now been leveled and a new water
service installed, so that better results should be obtained in 1950. Rinks were
operated at Holman Stadium, South Common, Texlile Field, Marshall Street
and Atherton Avenue, as in the past.
An addition to the bath house at Field's Grove beach, provided space for
a checking room, satisfying a long felt need. The cost of this alteration was
paid from a special fund for permanent improvements, and did not require an
additional appropriation.
Due to the prevalence of polio during the Month of August, attendance
declined sharply, but otherwise we had a very successful season.
The Kiwanis Club, in cooperation with the Red Cross, again provided
instruction in swimming and life saving.
A new playground was opened in the Palm Street school yard, servin.g
an area which was remote from any other playground, and was very well
patronized. Other playgrounds were operated as in the past, at North Common,
South Common, Textile Field, Sullivan Park and Atherton Avenue.
Attendance was good at all playrgounds and a very successful season was
enjoyed.
The playground season was climaxed with an all day picnic at Greeley
Park, where on extensive sports program was carried out, and free eats
including hot dogs, hamburgers, ice cream and tonic, were enjoyed by all.
Senior Ward League baseball was discontinued this year but the Junior
Ward League played through a 14 week schedule very satisfactorily. Included
in the baseball program was a baseball clinic in the City Auditorium, Jan-
.uory 12, when the boys listened to talks by several prominent major league
ball players. They were also taken to Boston to attend a big league game
at Brave's Field, in August. Funds to provide this trip, were generously donated
by the Kiwanis, Exchange and Lions Clubs. To complete the program, a
banquet was provided on December 12, at which time prizes and awards were
made to the Championship team and to many individual players.
Holman Stadium was again occupied by the Dodgers, but as the New
England League has disbanded, they do not expect to return next year. Nashua
High and Junior High Schools both had baseball and football teams, so the
playing fields were extensively used. Also the American Legion Junior base-
ball team played out a short schedule. In spite of the extended drought, the
liberal use of water kept the field in very good condition.
All of our parks and other areas were well cared for, with the usual
planting of flower beds etc., with plants raised in our own greenhouse.
Elm trees in our parks and other city streets, were sprayed twice by a
contractor, using the mist system, and came through the season in very good
condition. "We have now purchased a mist sprayer, so in 1950 the spraying
will be done by our own employees.




















































































Transferred to general fund
Balance on hand Decemer 31, 1949
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
OF THE NASHUA PUBLIC LIBRARY
To the Mayor and Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua:
Gentlemen:
Following is the account of the financial transactions of the above Board




















TRUST FUNDS, CITY TREASURER, CUSTODIAN
Hussey Fund, U. S. Defense Bonds, Series G 2'/?.% 16,500.00
Harris Fund, U. S. Defense Bonds, Series G. 2 1/2% 16,500.00
Hunt Fund U. S. Defense Bands, Series G. 2V2% 10,300.00
Jacquith Fund, U. S. Defense Bonds, Series G. 2 1/2% 500.00
$43,800.00
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Ex-Officio Honorable Oswald S. Maynard, Mayor
Ex-Officio Honorable Henry J. Ouellette, President, Board of Aldermen
Edward C. Smith Term Expiring 1950
Gen. Arthur G. Shattuck Term Expiring 1951
Walter S. Nesmith Term Expiring 1952
Hon. Edward J. Lampron Term Expiring 1953
John R. Spring Term Expiring 1954
Frederick H. Dobens Term Expiring 1955
Edith G. Carter Term Expiring 1958
LIBRARY STAFF
Librarian Clara E. Smith $2,920.00
Assistant and Cataloguer Christine B. Rockwood 2,620.00
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Marion A. Manning
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Public Health Nurse 2,519.92
2 School Nurses @ $2,332.20 per annum 4,628.52
2 Garbage Collectors @ $2,620.28 per annum 5,240.56
Garbage Substitute 324.50





Laboratory supplies & expenses 111.84
Office supplies & Expenses 176.37
Inspector expenses 37.00
Nurses supplies & expenses 183.62
Gas, oil & repairs 2,671.09
Ouorantine 22.85
Immunization vaccine & sera 361.74
Prophylactic supplies (Various drugs & Medicament) 237.14
Dental clinics & supplies 393.14
Clinics (Imunization & Pre-school) 250.00
Roussell, accident in 1948 (estimated expenses for
replacement & Medical care) 72.00
Garbage plates 23.00
Nov. & Dec. 1948 bills held up by Board of Finance
until Jan. 15, 1949 1,126.53
Bulldozer (replacement) 42.00
Bulldozer Maintenance (parts) 469.43
Fuel oil 221.57
Repairs (outside) 773.72
Ford truck, gas 138.37




Unexpended Balance $ 1,902.45
REPORT OF THE HEALTH OFFICER
Nashua, N. H., December 31, 1949
To the Board of Health, Nashua, New Hampshire
Gentlemen:
I respectfully submit, as Health Officer, the following report:
FOOD SHOP INSPECTIONS
Restaurants
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Soda Fountains and ice cream cabinets 92
Bakeries 31
Bakery and pastry vehicles 43
Confectioneries, wholesalers 8
Fruit dealers 10




Ice cream manufaclurers 22















Water Samples taken 36
Foster Home Inspections 1°
Municipal Swimming Pool 13
Lodges, Clubs, Public Halls 16
Yard and Alley Inspections 61
Dog Bites 35
Permits issued for the keeping and housing of animals 8













Soda Fountains and ice cream cabinets
°
Tonsorial Parlors ^
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CAUSES OF DEATH
1. INFECTIOUS AND PARASITIC DISEASES
Total, 4; Male, 3; Female, 1; Resident, 3; Non-Resident, 1; Married, 3; Widowed,
1; N.H., I; Other State, 1; Canada, 2; 50-60, 2; 70-80, 1; Over 80, 1.
2. CANCER AND OTHER TUMOR
Total, 59; Male, 26; Female, 33; Resident, 44; Non-Resident, 15; Single, 4;
Married, 37; Widowed, 14; Divorced, 3; Unknown, I; Nashua, 9; N.H., 13
Other States, 16; Canada, 9; Foreign, 12; 20-30, 1; 30-40, 1; 40-50 9
50-60, 19; 60-70, 9; 70-80, 13; Over 80, 5; Unknown, 2.
3. RHUEMATISM, DISEASES OF NUTRITION AND OF THE ENDOCRINE
GLANDS, OTHER GENERAL DISEASES, AND AVITANISES
Total, 5; Male, 2; Female, 3; Resident, 5; Single, I; Married, 4; Nashua, 2;
Other State, 1; Canada, 1; Foreign, 1; 50-60, 2; 60-70, 3.
4. DISEASES OF THE BLOOD AND BLOOD-FORMING ORGANS
Total, 1; Male, 1; Resident, I; Single, 1; Nashua, 1; Under 1, I.
5. CHRONIC POISONING AND INTOXICATION
Total, I; Male, 1; Resident, 1; Married, 1; Other State, 1; 50-60, I.
6. DISEASES OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM AND SENSE ORGANS
Total,. 25; Male, 12; Female, 13; Resident, 22; Non-Resident, 3; Single 2;
Married* 10; Widowed, 13; Nashua, 5; N.H., 3; Other States, 10; Canada,
4; Foreign, 3; Under 1,1; tO-50, 1; 60-70, 6; 70-80, 8; Over 80, 8; Unknown,
1.
7. DISEASES OF THE CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
Total, 135; Male, 7; Female, 64; Resident, 124; Non-Resident, 11; Single, 14;
Married, 56; Widowed, 62; Divorced, 3; Nashua, 27; N.H., 20; Other States,
41; Canada, 26; Foreign, 20; Under 1, 2; 20-30, 1; 30-40, 2; 40-50, 7; 50-60,
20; 60-70. 27; 70-80, 40; Over 80, 32; Unknown, 4.
8. DISEASES OF THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
Total 29; Male, 13; Female, 16; Resident, 25; Non-Resident, 4; Single, 9;
Married, 7; Widowed, 12; Divorced, 1; Nashua, 13; N.H., 4; Other States, 3;
Canada, 3; Foreign, 6; Under 1, 8; 50-60, 4; 60-70, 5; 70-80, 5; Over 80, 7.
9. DISEASES OF THE DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
Total, 18; Male, 11; Female, 7; Resident, 13; Non-Resident, 5; Single, 7; Married,
7; Widowed, 3; Nashua, 7; N.H., 5; Other State, 4; Foreign, 2; Under 1, 1;
5-10, 1; 30-40, 4; 40-50, 3; 50-60, 3; 60-70, 4; 70-80, 1; Over 80, 1.
10. DISEASES OF THE GENITO -URINARY SYSTEM
Total, 10; Male, 6; Female, 4; Resident, 10; Married, 6; Widowed, 3; Divorced,
1; Nashua, 3; N.H., 4; Other State, 1; Canada, 2; 40-50, 2; 50-60, 2; 60-70,
1; 70-80, 4; Over 80, 1.
11. DISEASES OF PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, AND THE PUERPERIUM
Total, 1; Female, 1; Resident, 1; Single, 1; Nashua, 1; Under 1, 1.
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12. DISEASES OF THE SKIN AND CELLULAR TISSUE
Total, 1; Male, 1; Resident, 1; Widowed, 1; Nashua, 1; 50-60, I;
13. DISEASES OF THE BONES AND ORGANS OF MOVEMENT
Total, 1; Female, 1; Resident, 1; Single, 1; Nashua, 1; Under 1, 1.
14. CONGENITAL MALFORMATIONS
Total, 9; Male, 3; Female, 6; Resident, 7; Non-Resident, 2; Single, 5; Married, 2;
Widowed, 2; Nashua, 6; Other State, I; Foreign, 2; Under 1, 3; 1-2, 3; 60-70,
2; 70-80, 1.
15. DISEASE PECULIAR TO THE FIRST YEAR OF LIFE
Total, 48; Male, 23; Female, 25; Resident, 46; Npn-Resident, 2; Single, 19;
Married, 17; Widowed, 12; Nashua, 20; N.H., 8; Other States, 7; Canada,
12; Foreign, 1; Under 1, 15; 5-10, 1; 40-50, 3; 50-60, 2; 60-70, 10; 70-80, 10;
Over 80, 7.
16. SENILITY
Total, 4; Male, 3; Female, 1; Resident, 4; Single, i; Married, 1; Widowed, 1;
N. H., 1; Foreign, 2; Canada, 1; 50-60, 1; 70-80, 1; Over 80, 2.
17. VIOLENT OR ACCIDENT DEATHS
Total, 18; Male, 14; Female, 4; Resident, 14; Non-Resident, 4; Single, 7; Married,
7; Widowed, 4; Nashua, 5; N.H., 5; Other States, 5; Canada, 3; Under 1,
1; 20-30, 3; 30-40, 2; 40-50, 5; 50-60, 2; 60-70, 1; 70-80, 1; Over 80, 3.
18. ILL-DEFINED AND UNKNOWN CAUSES
Total, 28; Male, 16; Female, 12; Resident, 23; Non-Resident, 5; Single, 3
Married, 14; Widowed, 8; Divorced, 4; Nashua, 4; N.H., 5; Other States, 5;
Canada, 7; Foreign, 6; Unknown, 1; 30-40, 1; 40-50, 5; 50-60, 4; 60-70, 10
70-80, 8.
GRAND TOTAL
Total, 397; Male, 206; Female, 191; Resident, 345; Non-Resident, 52; Single, 75;
Married, 172; Widowed, 137; Divorced, II; Separated, 1; Unknown, 1;
Nashua, 105; N.H., 69; Other States, 96; Canada, 70; Foreign, 55; Unknown,
2; Under 1, 33; 1-2, 4; 5-10, 2; 20-30, 5; 30-40, 10; 40-50,, 35; 50-60, 63;
60-70, 78; 70-80, 93; Over 80, 67; Unknown, 7.
REPORT OF THE MILK INSPECTOR
Bottles of cream analyzed
Bottles of cream found unsatisfactory
Bottles of pasteurized milk for bacterial analysis 210
Bottles of pasteurized milk found above 40,000 per plate 12
Bottles of raw milk for bacterial analysis 10
Bottles of raw milk found above 100,000 per plate 1
Samples of raw milk taken from framers for bacterial analysis 1818
Samples of raw milk found above 100,000 per plate 286
Bottles of G A pasteurized milk for bacterial analysis 14
Bottles of G A pasteurized milk found above 5,000 per plate 2
Bottles of G A raw milk for bacterial analysis 1
Bottles of G A raw milk found above 25,000 per plate
Bottles of G A V D pasteurized milk for bacterial analysis 41
Bottles of G A V D pasteurized milk found above 5,000 per plate 9
Bottles of certified pasteurized milk for bacterial analysis
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Bottles of certified pasteurized milk found above 5,000 per plate
Bottles of certified raw milk for bacterial analysis
Bottles of certified raw milk found above 25,000 per plate
Bottles of certified G A V D pasteurized milk for bacterial analysis ....
Bottles of certified G A V D pasteurized milk found above 5,000
per plate
Number of B. Coli plates analyzed for the Dairies 333
Number of B. Coli plates in pasteurized milk 12
Number of B. Coli plates in raw milk 1
Number of B. Coli plates in G A pasteurized milk
Number of B. Coli plates in G A raw milk
Number of B. Coli plates in G A V D pasteurized milk 3
Number of B. Coli plates analyzed for the farmers 1818
Number of B. Coli plates found in farmers samples of milk 506
Butterfat (Babcock Test) 329
Butterfat (Babcock Test) found below standards of 3.35% 11
LICENSES
Number of Store licenses 120
Number of Dealers Licenses 19
Number of Dealers selling Goat's Milk 1
Number of Dealers to sell Grade A Milk 6
Number of Milk Plant Inspections 145
Number of Forms Inspections 680
Number of Dealers selling Pasteurized Milk 13
Number of Dealers selling Raw Milk 8







REPORT OF THE HEALTH NURSE
Nashua, N. H., December 31, 1949
To the Board of Health, Nashua, N. H.
Gentlemen:
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Clinics Held 12
Inoculations given for diptheria and whooping cough
immunization 503
Inoculations given for diptheria immunization 7
Poison ivy injections 94
Tetanus Antitoxin given 2




PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS' HEALTH REPORT
Nashua, N. H., December 31, 1949
To the Board of Health, Nashua, New Hampshire
Gentlemen;
We respectfully submit the following report as School Nurses for the
Parochial Schools. From January 1, 1949 to January 1, 1950.
Personnel:
V\/'illiam D. Thibodeau, M. D., School Physician




St. Aloysius School 604
Sacred Heart College 260
St. Francis Xavier School 423
Infant Jesus School 376
St. Patrick's School 585
St. Joseph Orphanage 138







































Dental examination at clinics 13
Number treated at dental clinics 225
Pre-school clinics 4
Pre-school children examined 127



















NORMAN W. CRISP, President











Terms expire December 31, 1953
29 Berkeley Street












92 1/2 Allds Street
54 Kinsley Street
211 Main Street
Terms expire December 31, 1955
Board meets regularly the last Friday of each month at 7:45 p.m.
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STANDING COMMITTEES
Instruction— Belanger, Grandmaison, Leonard, Mercer, Wilcox
Houses—Grigas, Canfield, Degasis, McLaughlin, Burelle
Health—Dimlsios Belanger, Canfield, Burelle, McLaughlin
Finance—Mercer, Belanger, Grigas, Dimtsios
SUB-COMMITTEE
Athletics—Leonard, Degasis, Dimtsios, Grandmaison, Grigas
H. Raymond Danforth
Maria P. Morrison





















Every school day, 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 m., and 1:00 to 5:00 p.m.
Vacations, 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 m., and 2:00 to 5:00 p.m.
Arthur O. Burque
ATTENDANCE OFFICER
19 Faxon Street City Hall
OFFICE HOURS




























Art Supervisor, elementary schools
Clerk, Office of Superintendent
Janitor, Arlington Street School
School physician
Palm Street School, grade 1
Senior High School, History teacher
Mt. Pleasant School, grade 3
Superintendent of Schools
Mt. Pleasant School, grade 3
Custodian, Senior High School
Principal, Junior High School
Mt. Pleasant School, grade 2
Teacher, Junior High School
Superintendent of Schools
Temple Street School, grade 4
Temple Street School, grade 2
Mt. Pleasant School, grade 6
Senior High School, Physical Education Teacher
Clerk, Office of Superintedent
Teacher, Junior High School
Arlington Street School, grade 5
Art Supervisor, elementary schools
Temple Street School, grade 3
Mt. Pleasant School, grade 1

































Night boiler man, Senior High School
School Physician
Night boiler man, Senior High School
Substitute groundman. Senior High School
Sub. janitor, Arlington and Crowley Schools
Janitor, Mt. Pleasant School
Vice Principal to Principal, Junior High
Temple Street School to Arlington, grade 2
Junior High to Senior High, History teacher
Arlington St. School to Temple, grade 5
Mt. Pleasant School to Temple, grade 3
Teacher, Junior High School to Vice Principal
Junior High School
Temple St. School to Mt. Pleasant, grades 3 & 4
Boiler man to Regular Janitor, Senior High
School
Janitor, Arlington and Crowley to Junior High
School
Night boiler man. Senior High to Day boiler
man Mt. Pleasant School
Janitor, Belvidere to Mt. Pleasant School
Janitor, Mt. Pleasant to Arlington Street School
Janitor, Arlington Street to Junior High School
Custodian, Temple St. School to Custodian,
Junior High
Janitor to Boiler man (days), Senior High School
Fireman, Temple Street School to Custodian,
Temple Street
Custodian, Junior High to Custodian, Senior
High School
Sub. Janitor, Senior High to Temple St. School
Janitor to Fireman, Temple Street School
Teacher, Junior High School
Teacher, Junior High School
Custodian, Senior High School
SCHOOL CALENDAR for 1949-1950
NASHUA, N. H.
Schools open Wednesday, September 7,
Schools close Wednesday, November 23
Schools open Monday, November 28
Schools close Friday, December 23
Schools open Tuesday, January 3
Schools close Friday, February, 17
Schools open Monday, February 27
Schools close Friday, April 21
Schools open Monday, May 1
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TEACHERS, DAY SCHOOLS JUNE 1949
Grade or
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TEACHERS, DAY SCHOOLS JUNE 1949
Grade or
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JANITORS, JUNE 1949
School
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YEAR ENDING JUNE 1949, AS PER TEACHERS' REGISTERS
PUBLIC DAY SCHOOL
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YEAR ENDING JUNE 1949, AS PER TEACHERS' REGISTERS
PUBLIC DAY SCHOOL
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